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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 
Authoring Large and Complex Hypertext with Reusable Components. (August 2010) 
Yung Ah Park, B.S., Pohang University Science and Technology; 
M.S., Oklahoma State University 
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Richard Furuta 
 
caT, a Petri net-based hypertext system, supports the modeling of user 
characteristics, contextual information, as well as the policies that govern the operation 
of a digital library within the infrastructure that presents its contents. Traditionally, users 
have created caT networks from scratch, thus limiting their use to small collections. In 
this research, we introduce TcAT, a new authoring tool that supports features for 
component-based authoring, with a view to enable the creation of large caT nets that can 
represent complex, real-life spaces such as libraries and museums. TcAT supports 
graphical, template-based creation of nets as well as a textual language for easy 
manipulation of large structures. It implements composition operations from Petri net 
theory to select, categorize, and modify existing net fragments as building blocks for 
composing larger networks. Authors may switch modes between visual and textual 
authoring at will, thus combining the strengths of expressing large nets textually and 
selecting net fragments via point-and-click interaction. A user evaluation of the new 
authoring mechanisms suggests that this is a promising tool for improving the efficiency 
  
iv 
of experienced users as well as that of novice users, who are unfamiliar with the Petri net 
formalism. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
In addition to serving as treasure troves of information artifacts, such as books, 
videos, and audio materials, libraries provide spaces for social interaction as well as 
specialized services for their patrons’ diverse needs. While library staff may help patrons 
during the day, a limited query interface must serve their needs outside of office hours. 
Patrons may run into others who share their interests. Sometimes, books that they desire 
are unavailable, as other users have borrowed them. The environment of libraries is 
dynamic and vibrant with users who share the physical space. The dominant models of 
digital libraries trade the sense of space as well as the specialized services provided by 
skilled librarians for ubiquitous access to their materials. Contemporary digital libraries 
provide identical services to all patrons at all times, without regard to specific needs or 
special situations affecting these patrons.  
context aware Trellis (caT) [Na 2001], a Petri-net-based hypertext system, lends 
itself particularly well to modeling the dynamism of traditional libraries, thus enriching 
the ubiquity of digital access with the sense of space, referral services, and other policies 
that govern the use of materials within libraries—both digital and physical. Digital 
libraries implemented in caT respond to characteristics of their patrons’ physical and  
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contextual environments. Users of caT-based libraries can interact with other users who 
are currently active, thus creating a sense of space. caT implementations include support 
for providing time-sensitive help options, such as live chat with a librarian during office 
hours or access to an automated help system after hours [Karadkar et al. 2002]. caT 
libraries also can tailor their content to suit the characteristics of a patrons’ information 
device. For example, a patron reading a book or watching a video via a desktop 
computer connected to high speed Internet would be provided with a richer version than 
another, who may be viewing that book or video from a cell phone or via a dialup 
connection. caT hypertexts support these features by virtue of the properties that are 
inherent to Petri net structures without the need for specialized programming. 
Due to a lack of support for sophisticated authoring techniques, authors of caT 
hypertexts have designed these from scratch. The effort in building a caT network from 
the ground up involves much effort in the initial design. Earlier versions of the authoring 
interface have supported visual authoring. While the visual interface allows authors to 
create hypertexts graphically, substantially large networks are difficult to design and 
present visually. The earlier attempt to ameliorate this situation included providing 
support for hierarchical authoring of nets [Jensen 1992] [Na 2001]. 
In this dissertation, we extend this approach by providing more advanced 
authoring mechanisms for large and complex hypertext documents that are often difficult 
to visualize, edit, and manage. We introduce a component-based authoring interface 
including advanced compositional mechanisms for composing Petri nets as building 
blocks to support authors in constructing large digital libraries that embody the 
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complexity of real-world libraries. This mechanism allows authors to select, categorize, 
and modify existing net fragments to suit new requirements for efficient management 
and reuse. We implement Petri net theory concepts, such as net transformation 
[Berthelot 1987] and Petri net algebra [Best et al. 2001] to help authors organize net 
elements into smaller units called component. A component net (CN) is a net fragment 
that consists of a set of places, transitions, arcs, and sub nets specified by authors and the 
system. We provide a predefined component net, called a template, for non-expert 
authors to build nets immediately and easily modify the nets by their needs. 
Each component net stores its metadata such as name, description, functions, 
constraints, properties, summary, net type, media type, and structural pattern. Metadata 
is an important factor in characterizing and identifying components. This metadata helps 
identify the structure that is presented and not explicitly highlighted in a large 
specification.   
caT displays a parent net and its subnets together with same level of abstraction. 
This causes difficulty in reading and understanding of large and complex specifications. 
For the efficient management and display of a large Petri net, we provide a configurable 
display at different levels of abstraction: for example, an abstract/reduced net view can 
be transformed to an expanded/refined net view and vice versa while preserving main 
properties/functionality. When Petri nets are displayed according to users’ preferences, 
Petri nets are more readable and understandable. We provide easy creation, deletion and 
modification of subnets by using a tabbed panel mechanism. To reduce disorientation, 
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we also provide a hierarchical tree view that shows the overall structure of the hypertext. 
Through these features we can provide easy navigation among subnets and net elements  
The current Motif-based authoring tool of caT (i.e., xTed) lacks an intuitive user 
interface. We reduce the complexity of the design processes and management of large 
and complex system by providing a more intuitive user interface for structured authoring. 
We provide more direct manipulation operations for copying net elements and selecting 
objects by using a mouse click and release. By using selection operations we can easily 
make a component and group objects. We provide easy manipulation of grouped objects 
with commands such as a move operation.  
As other further enhancements of xTed’s interface, we use tool-tips for instant 
visualization of attributes of objects. It is convenient to have a content layout window to 
display the content associated with a place on the canvas. Different kinds of views such 
as text editor and thumbnails are provided according to the author’s preference. A 
document editing tool and other applications are invoked for easy creation and 
modification of the content that is associated with a place. Also we support zoom-
in/zoom-out for dynamic rescaling of the net.  
Even with its merits for small specifications, another hurdle in maintaining large 
nets is point-and-click interaction. Visual manipulation of net components is a slower 
process than is textual specification. The textual authoring language eases the 
manipulation of large nets by allowing authors to combine named templates by 
describing these connections textually. While individual places and transitions can be 
created using the textual language, it is most useful when recomposing a net from 
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existing net fragments. The textual specification allows authors to visualize large 
structures in a smaller space than is required for viewing the graphical structure of the 
net. It enables authors to recognize named net components easier, helping them find a 
relevant specification easily within a large collection of component net fragments. The 
textual language supports the semantics of the component net, albeit in a more readable 
form. 
As a practical issue, motif-based xTed only executes under X windows. A system 
independent tool that executes in multiple platforms can increase the use of caT. To 
resolve this problem, we implement a proposed authoring tool called TcAT (Template-
based caT Authoring Tool) using Java. TcAT is implemented using Java2D and Swing 
components. Also we enhance the implementation of the architecture of caT by changing 
the communication method to socket.  
We conducted usability testing to verify usefulness of the proposed features. We 
present how much improvement is made when we compared with previous system and 
proposed prototype. Also, this testing discovered the significant characteristics for 
authoring large and complex hypertext. These discoveries would be helpful information 
for future implementations. 
This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter II describes literature reviews 
including the Petri net and its related theory and previous work on Petri net-based 
hypertext system such as Trellis and caT. Chapter III describes the system design of the 
proposed authoring interface focusing on our proposed authoring interface, which 
includes advanced composition, reuse, management, and display mechanism for easing 
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authoring of large and complex hypertexts. Chapter IV provides implementation details 
of our proposed system. Chapter V describes the usability evaluation of the proposed 
authoring prototype. Conclusions and future work are described in Chapter VI. We 
present the IRB document and answers from each subject in the usability evaluation in 
the appendices.   
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CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Composition of larger and more complex nets from existing nets has been 
extensively studied by many Petri net researchers; high-level nets, net transformations, 
Petri net algebra, modular nets and object nets, and so on. [Best et al. 2001] [Berthelot 
1986]. This chapter reviews the literature about Petri net theory, as well as the related 
theories mentioned above. 
As previous work to this dissertation, we provide description of Petri net-based 
hypertext systems such as Trellis and caT. Understanding these works is very important. 
To generate the automatic display of a Petri net on the drawing panel of caT 
authoring tool, we studied and applied graph layout algorithms [Sugiyama et al. 1981] to 
the Petri net layout.  
To generate the fragment library and find an appropriate library from a large 
repository, a pattern language [Alexander et al. 1977] can be used.  
2.1 Petri Net 
As shown in Figure 1, a Petri net, developed by Carl A. Petri in 1962, is a 
directed bi-partite graph that forms from the combination of transitions (represented in 
illustrations by rectangular boxes), places (circles), tokens (dots) and directed arcs 
(arrows). The formal definition of Petri net is defined as follows: 
A Petri net structure is a 3 tuple, <P, T, F>, where: 
 P is a finite set of places, {p1, p2, …, pn} with n ≥ 0; 
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 T is a finite set of transitions, {t1, t2, …, tm} with m ≥ 0  
 F is the flow relation, F  (P × T)  (T × P) a mapping representing arcs 
between places and transitions. 
P and T are disjoint; (P  T =). The preset of transition t (•t) is the set of input 
place of t; •t = {p | (p, t) F}. The postset of transition t (t•) is the set of output place of t; 
t• = {p | (t, p) F}.  
A marking is a function that assigns a number of tokens to each place; M: P N, 
N= {0, 1, 2 …}. A transition is enabled under marking M if there are enough tokens in 
each of its input places. Firing an enabled transition t in a marking M consumes one 
token from each of its input places and produces one token to each of its output places 
when the weight of each arc is 1. M0 is the initial marking of the Petri net. The state of 
M is represented as a vector of tokens assigned to each place. The series of marking M 
(M0, M1, M2 … Mf) is generated from M0 by an execution of the Petri net. Firing an 
enabled transition in a marking M invokes movement to a next state of M. For the Petri 
net in Figure 1, M0 = [0, 1, 0]. Transition1 is enabled under Marking M0. After firing 
Transition1, the next state of M becomes M1= [1, 0, 0]. 
When a Petri net that uses a basic token mechanism specifies complex systems, it 
leads to graphical complexity. For solving this problem, high-level Petri nets were 
developed by allowing the token to encode complex structured data. These include the 
Colored Petri net introduced by Jensen [Jensen1992]. The Colored Petri net is a four 
tuple <, P, T, F> that adds a finite set of token colors  to the basic Petri net < P, T, F>. 
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Figure 1: A Petri Net 
 
2.1.1 Petri Net Algebra  
Petri net algebra, called PBC (Petri net Box Calculus), combines process algebras 
like CCS (Calculus of Communicating Systems), COSY (Concurrent SYstems), and 
CSP (Communicating Sequential Processes) with Petri nets for description/specification 
and analysis of concurrent systems [Best et al. 2001].  The main objective of PBC is to 
support compositional Petri net semantics and an equivalent structured operational 
semantics (SOS). PBC is composed of a set of basic processes and a set of operators, 
which is from process algebra.  CCS-like operators are formally defined for parallel, 
choice, sequential composition, synchronization, re-labeling, restriction, scooping and 
iteration. In PBC, Petri nets are treated as composable objects. Also, process algebra 
uses Petri net semantics for net-based verification. Proofs of algebraic properties of 
operators are provided in PBC. 
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2.1.2 Net Transformations  
The definition of a set of transformations allows passing from one representation 
to another while keeping the main properties. Transformation modifies a net without 
affecting some of its interesting properties like deadlock freeness, 1-liveness, live-ness, 
and behavior equivalence. The goal of transformation is either to simplify or to refine a 
net, so every transformation is associated with a converse transformation. Reduction (or 
decomposition) techniques have been proposed to facilitate analysis by reducing a large-
scale system model to a simpler one [Berthelot 1986] [Lee et al. 1987] [Pomello 1987]. 
In net transformation, composition is defined in terms of fusion of shared place 
and fusion of shared transition. Fusion of place represents synchronization by means of 
communication channels or common variables and fusion of transition represents 
synchronization by the rendezvous technique [Christensen and Petrucci 2000]. 
To refine Petri nets, researchers have used a top-down approach that provides 
conditions under which a transition or place can be substituted by a subnet [Suzuki and 
Murata 1983] [Zhou et al. 1989] and a bottom-up approach that constructs a large-scale 
system restrictively through an iterative integration of well-formed subnets [Chen et al. 
1993] [Koh and Dicesare 1991]. 
2.1.3 Object Petri Nets  
OPNs (Object Petri Nets) [Lakos 1995] [Lilius 2001] support an integration of 
object-oriented concepts into Petri nets, including inheritance and the associated 
polymorphism and dynamic binding.  
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To address the encapsulation of data and functions, subnet types as well as token 
types are included at a single class hierarchy of OPNs. OPNs support multiple levels of 
activity for modeling of complex systems at different levels of abstraction. 
The subnet can be defined as a super (substitution) place or a super (substitution) 
transition and it makes that interaction between subnets can be either synchronous or 
asynchronous. A super place uses a transition fusion mechanism that provides 
interfacing a subnet with its environment via transitions and uses a synchronous channel 
for interaction between a super place and its neighboring transitions. A super transition 
uses a place fusion mechanism that provides interfacing a subnet with its environment 
via places and interacts with its environment through port places. 
OPNs can be transformed to behaviorally equivalent Colored Petri Nets (CPNs) 
[Jensen 1992], thus we can adapt existing CPNs analysis techniques to OPNs. 
Implementations of OPNs in a textual language called LOOPN [Lakos and Keen 1991] 
and LOOPN++ [Lakos and Keen 1994] have been developed  
2.2 Trellis and caT (context-aware Trellis) 
Trellis is a Petri net-based hypertext model introduced by Furuta and Stotts in the 
late 1980’s. By using Petri net structure and execution semantics, besides representing 
relationships among information fragments, Trellis specifies browsing semantics (i.e., 
―the manner in which the information is to be visited and presented‖) as part of the 
hypertext [Furuta and Stotts 1989, Stotts and Furuta 1989]. Hypertext in Trellis consists 
of the following components: 
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 Petri net representing linked structure of document 
 Human-consumable components including content, windows, and buttons 
 Projection mapping between Petri net and human-consumable components  
 Projection mapping between logical elements of a hypertext and display 
mechanism 
The formal definition of hypertext in Trellis is given [Stotts and Furuta 1989]. 
A hypertext H is a tuple H = <N, M0, C, W, B, Pl, Pd > where: 
 N is a Petri net structure, N= <P,T,F>; 
 M0 : an initial marking for N; 
 C is a set of document contents; 
 W is a set of windows; 
 B is a set of buttons; 
 Pl is a logical projection for the document; 
 Pd is a display projection for the document 
Text, graphics, table, bit maps, executable code, audio and another hypertext can be an 
element of C. The button, a symbolic name for a link, is an action that causes the current 
display to change in a specified way. Pl provides mappings from components of Petri net 
to human-consumable components of a hypertext H: 
 Pl  = <Cl, Wl, Bl> where 
 Cl: P  C  {v} 
 Wl: P  W  {v} 
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 Bl: T  B  {v}, v is symbol of a null value. 
Pd is a collection of mappings between a button and a region on the screen with 
interaction devices such as a mouse button and between a window and proper physical 
display device for content.  
A hypertext H with marking m, <H, m>, is the set of possible paths through a 
hypertext from a specific point. The current marking m decides which elements are 
displayed. When a certain place has a token, the contents mapped with the place are 
displayed. The set of elements displayed with marking M is 
 { Cl (pi) | pi  P and M(pi) > 0 } 
The window of each input place of an enabled transition ti, {Wl (pj) | pj  I(ti) }, displays 
button Bl (ti). 
Trellis represents information content with ―places‖ and links with ―transitions‖, 
expressing hypertexts within the formal definition of the Petri net structure. Directed 
arcs (arrows) indicate the browsing direction and colored tokens (dots) indicate the users’ 
current locations in the hypertext structure. A user corresponding to a token can access 
the contents of the place through a browser and may ―fire‖ any enabled transitions to 
continue browsing to another place. A transition is enabled when all its input places have 
tokens that satisfy the activation condition of the transition. Only enabled transitions can 
be fired. When a transition is fired, one or more tokens from each input place of the 
transition are removed and one or more tokens are placed into each output place of the 
transition. Thus, a user may view the contents of several places simultaneously. Thus, 
Trellis separates the information content from the links (or actions) that are available to 
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the user. In contrast, Web pages embed links within the information content. Unlike 
Web documents, Trellis also separates the information content from its presentation; 
content elements are associated with places and browsers present this information with 
little or no direction from the server.  
caT (context aware Trellis) extends Trellis to respond to characteristics of 
reader’s physical and contextual environments. For this, features of high-level Petri net 
including structured tokens, flexible net description, and hierarchical nets are added. The 
formal definition of Petri net in caT is [Na 2001]; 
A caT Petri net structure is a tuple, HCPN = <S, ST, STM, IOM, I>, where: 
 S = <, P, T, A, , C, G, E> is a set of pages; each page, s S, is a 
nonhierarchical CPN= <s, Ps, Ts, As, s, Cs, Gs, Es>; 
, P, T, A, , C, G, and E represent all corresponding data (or functions) in S, a 
set of pages; s, Ps, Ts, As, s, Cs, Gs, and Es represent data (or functions) in each 
page s.  
 s is a finite set of token types called color sets; 
 Ps = {ps1, ps2, …, psn} is a finite set of places with n 0; 
 Ts = {ts1, ts2, …, tsm} is a finite set of transitions with m 0 and Ps Ts = ; 
 As (Ps Ts) (Ts Ps) is the flow relation, a mapping representing arcs 
between places and transitions; 
 s: Ts {0, 1, 2, …, } {0, 1, 2, …, } is a function mapping each 
transition to a pair of values termed release time and maximum latency, 
respectively. For any transition t Ts, we write s (t) = (s
r
, s
m
), and we 
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require that s
r
 s
m; 
 Cs: Ps s is a color function mapping each place to a color set (type); 
 Gs: Ts Boolean Expression is a guard function mapping a Boolean 
expression to each transition; 
 Es: (Ts Ps) Arc Expression is an arc function mapping an assignment 
expression to each output arc. 
 ST T is a set of substitution transitions; T is a set of transitions in all pages; 
 STM: ST S is a substitution transition/page mapping function; no page is a 
subpage of itself; 
 IOM: ST (Psource Ptarget) is a input/output mapping function; Psource is a set of 
places (especially input or output places of ST transition) in the source page, and 
Ptarget is a set of places in the target page (STM(st)); 
 I S is a start page. 
The activation and firing conditions of a transition can be quite complex and are 
determined by rules written inside the transition and the arcs connected to it. Authors 
allow access to certain places or restrict it by setting conditions on arcs and transitions. 
Information may be displayed or hidden depending upon time, day of the week, physical 
location of the user, or whether the user is accessing this information for the first time. 
Browsing semantics are built into the structure of the document. Thus, caT is a flexible 
system, that separates the structure, content, presentation, and browsing semantics, each 
of which can be manipulated separately. Due to their expressiveness, caT hypertexts 
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grow and become more complex as authors express large information sets or describe 
behavior for several user groups under various circumstances. 
Authors create caT nets using a graphical tool called xTed via point-and-click 
interaction and lay out net components on a two-dimensional canvas, as shown in Figure 
1. The visual complexity of nets increases quickly as authors add more places and 
transitions to the net. To help mitigate this problem, xTed supports hierarchical nets [Na 
2001]. This approach enables authors to create a network of layered sub nets and to deal 
with smaller net segments without being overwhelmed by the larger network. 
Conceptually, this approach helps authors deal with structurally or functionally similar 
components together. Visually, a hierarchical net replaces parts of a network with a 
simpler visual surrogate for the sub net that it represents. However, this support does not 
include the ability to combine or modify nets in a flexible manner. Typically, authors 
design networks with tens of nodes.   
The Trellis/caT server, which runs the Petri net engine, sports no visual interface. 
Unlike Web servers, the Trellis/caT server is stateful and maintains the browsing details 
regarding all users. Users access the hypertexts through client programs called browsers. 
Trellis/caT browsers possess significant freedom in presenting the contents of the 
Trellis/caT network to the users. Different browsers can present a net and, indeed, a 
user’s state of browsing differently. For example, while a Web browser like Internet 
Explorer can display the contents of a Trellis/caT net like a normal Web site, a text 
browser could display the textual content only, ignoring the images or audio. This allows 
users to access a single network from different viewpoints. 
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A hypertext’s structure grows larger and more complex in response to the size of 
its content as also the variation of situations it supports.  A hypertext has been designed 
to present different views of digital collections depending upon variables such as the 
time of access, user location, user preferences, and user privileges [Furuta and Na 2002]. 
MIDAS, an extension to caT, adapts the information display to suit the characteristics of 
the client device [Karadkar et al. 2004]. For example, users accessing the hypertext from 
an iPhone might see different details than users of desktop computers. 
2.3 Pattern and Pattern Language  
Patterns were originally introduced by Christopher Alexander [Alexander et al. 
1977] who worked in architecture and urban planning. His idea has been applied to the 
object-oriented community and has become a hot-topic in the Software Engineering 
domain [Gamma et al. 1995] [Schmidt 1995]. Software patterns can help software 
developers resolve recurring problems that occur throughout software development. A 
pattern describes a recurring problem and its solution through expressing a relation 
between certain contexts. Name, problem, solution, and a description of consequence are 
the essential elements of a pattern [Gamma et al. 1995]. Patterns have been also applied 
within the Petri net community to define reusable Petri nets [Naedele and Janneck 1998] 
to enable the widespread use of Petri nets.  
To generate the automatic display of a Petri net on the canvas of caT authoring 
tool, graph layout algorithms [Sugiyama et al. 1981] can be applied to Petri net layout 
algorithms. 
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2.4 Automatic Graph Drawing and Its Algorithms  
It is not easy to draw a complex and large graph or even a small graph by human 
hand in order to allow good human cognition. Automatic graph drawing, where the 
computer is used to draw graphs automatically, has been widely studied since 1980 and 
many automatic graph drawing algorithms have been developed for several different 
types of graphs such as trees, directed graphs, planar undirected graphs, and compound 
graphs. Aesthetic criteria such as minimized crossing and minimized length of edge have 
been developed to characterize readability of graphs and to use to establish optimization 
goals of the graph drawing algorithm. Battista, et al. [Battista et al. 1994], provide a 
bibliographic survey of algorithms and Cruz and Tamassia [Cruz and Tamassia 1984] 
provide a graph drawing tutorial. 
Hierarchical drawing for directed graphs [Sugiyama et al. 1981] [Carpano 1980] 
[Rowe et al. 1987] [Gansner et al. 1988] is one possibility that could be applied to Petri 
net drawing. The STT algorithm developed by Sugiyama, Tagawa and Toda [Sugiyama 
et al. 81] is a prominent algorithm reflecting this approach. A main aesthetic criterion of 
hierarchical drawing is minimized edge crossing. The divide and conquer method 
[Messinger 1988] partitions a large graph into sub-graphs, lays out the subgraphs with 
the STT algorithm, and then composes them. 
2.5 Structural Analysis for Web Documentation 
For structural analysis for Web documentation, Horie and Yamaguchi [Horie and 
Yamaguchi 2004] employed the non-well-founded set theory based on AFA (anti-
foundation axiom). This set theory is used to represent link structures. To detect the 
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irregular structures of Web documents, such as incorrect and outdated links, they 
proposed reduction analysis that has three operations: arc detection, arc selection, and 
reduction. They assumed that regular Web pages can be translated into simpler AFA 
structures. That is, irregular links make the AFA structures more complex. If the 
removal of links makes the AFA structure simpler, these links might be irregular link 
candidates. The significance of an irregular link candidate can be evaluated based on the 
magnitude of unification resulting from reduction that is measured by hierarchical 
structure scheme and linear sequence scheme. As examples, they showed that obsolete 
pages and footnotes that occur rarely could be detected through this reduction.   
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CHAPTER III 
SYSTEM DESIGN 
 
Large, complex nets are often difficult to visualize, edit, and manage. To support 
authors in selecting and modifying net components for efficient management and reuse, 
we have developed an authoring interface, called the Template-based caT Authoring 
Tool (TcAT). TcAT implements Petri net theory concepts, such as net transformation 
[Berthelot 1986] and Petri net algebra [Best et al. 2001], to help authors organize net 
components into smaller units called templates. A template is a named collection of 
places and transitions that typically performs a specific operation.  
3.1 Template-based Petri Net Composition  
To create a net by composing existing nets as building blocks, we employ the 
component-based Petri net. A component net (CN) is a net fragment that consists of a set 
of places, transitions, arcs, and sub nets. The formal definition of component 
and component net is presented. Input and output ports (places) that connect to other 
components are defined in Single-Input/Single-output (SISO) form. A component net 
supports five operations, sequence (;), choice (+), parallel (||), iteration (), and 
refinement (r) to organize individual nets into larger structures [Berthelot 1986], [Best et 
al. 1995] [Fleischhack and Grahlmann 1998]. 
Formal Definition of Template-based Component Petri Nets 
Component C = (Metadataj, CN, subcomponent SCNi) 
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Metadataj: Metadata can be name, description, function (purpose), requirements 
(constraints), and property, structural pattern of CN, and so on. j is the number of 
metadata elements for CN, j>0, and i is the number of subcomponents. 
Component net CN= <, P, T, F, , C, G, E, I, O> [Hamadi and Benatallah 2003] 
[Murata 1989]  
 ∑ is a finite set of token (color) types 
 P is a finite set of places 
 T is a finite set of transitions 
 F is a set of directed arcs S, F  (PT)  (TP) 
 I is input port (place); •I ={x  P  T | (x, I)  F} =   
 O is output port (place); O• ={x  P  T | (O, x)  F} =  => There are no out 
coming arcs from O 
 C is a color function mapping each place to a color type; P → 
 E is an inscription of arc; (T × P) → Arc expression 
 G is a guard of transition; T→ Boolean Expression 
  is a function mapping each transition to time constraints (release time , 
maximum latency); T {0, 1, 2, …, }×{0, 1, 2, …, }  
Component has seven operations: sequence (;), choice (+), parallel (||), iteration (), 
refinement (r), union (U), and place fusion (FP) :   
C :: =  | C ; C | C + C | C || C | C | r(C, a, C) | U(C, C) | FP(C,C) 
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Definition: sequence C1 ; C2 =  (Metadata, CN, SCN1, SCN2) Where 
Metadata = New Metadata 
Structural Pattern = Sequence 
SCN1 = C1, SCN2 = C2 
CN = <, P, T, F, , C, G, E, I, O> where: 
P = P1  P2 
T = T1 T2  {t} 
F = F1 F2  {(O1, t), (t, I2)} 
I = I1, O = O2 
l= l1 l2  {t,} 
Figure 2 shows the sequence operation for composing C1 and C2. 
 
 
t 
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Figure 2: Sequence Composition of CN 
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Definition: choice C1 + C2 = (Metadata, CN, SCN1, SCN2) Where 
Metadata = New Metadata 
Structural Pattern = Choice 
SCN1 = C1, SCN2 = C2 
CN = <, P, T, F, , C, G, E, I, O> where: 
P = P1   P2  {I, O} 
T = T1 T2  {tI1, tI2, tO1, tO2} 
F= F1 F2  {(I, tI1), (I, tI2), (tI1 I1), (tI2 I2), (O1,tO1), (O2,tO2), (tO1,O), (tO2,O) } 
Figure 3 shows the choice operation for composing C1 and C2. 
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Figure 3: Choice Composition of CN 
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Definition: parallel C1 || C2 = (Metadata, CN, SCN1, SCN2) Where 
Metadata = New Metadata 
Structural Pattern = Parallel 
SCN1 = C1, SCN2 = C2 
CN =<, P, T, F, , C, G, E, I, O> where: 
P = P1  P2  {I, O} 
T = T1 T2  {tI, tO} 
F= F1 F2  {(I, t I), (t I , I1), (t I ,I2), (O1,t O), (O2,t O), (tO,O) } 
Figure 4 shows the parallel operation for composing C1 and C2. 
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Figure 4: Parallel Composition of CN 
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Definition: iteration C1= (Metadata, CN, SCN1) Where 
Metadata = New Metadata 
Structural Pattern = Iteration 
SCN1 = C1 
CN = <, P, T, F, , C, G, E, I, O> where: 
P = P1  {I, O} 
T = T1 {t, tI, tO} 
F= F1 {(I, t I), (t I , I1), (O1,tO), (O1,t ), (tO,O), (t, I1)} 
Figure 5 shows the iteration operation. 
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Figure 5: Iteration Composition of CN 
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Definition: refinement r(C1, a, C2) = (Metadata, CN, SCN1, SCN2) Where 
Metadata = New Metadata 
Structural Pattern = Refinement 
SCN1 = C1, SCN2 = C2 
CN = <, P, T, F, , C, G, E, I, O> where: 
P = P1  P2 – {I2, O2}  
T = (T1 – {a})  T2,: ―a‖ is the transition that can be substituted by other 
subnet. 
I = I1, O = O1 
Figure 6 shows the refinement operation that transition ―a‖ at C1 is substituted by a 
subnet C2  
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Figure 6: Refinement Composition of CN 
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Definition: Place Fusion, fp(C1, C2) =  (Metadata, CN, SCN1, SCN2) Where 
Metadata = New Metadata 
SCN1 = C1, SCN2 = C2 
CN = <, P, T, F, , C, G, E, I, O> where: 
P = P1  P2 – {I2} 
T = T1 T2  
F= ((F1F2) – {(I2,, tk)})  (O1, tk) ; 
      tk  I2• ={x  P2  T2 | (I2, x)  F2} 
I = I1, O = O2 
Figure 7 shows the combining procedure for C1 and C2 via the place fusion operation. 
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Figure 7: Place Fusion Refinement Composition of CN 
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Definition: Union U(C1,C2) = (Metadata, CN, SCN1, SCN2) Where 
Metadata = New Metadata 
SCN1 = C1, SCN2 = C2 
CN = <, P, T, F, , C, G, E, I, O> where: 
P = ((P1  P2 ) – { I1, I2, O1, O2 })  I   O 
T = ((T1  T2 ) – (I1•  I2•  •O1  •O2))   I• •O 
F= ((F1 F2) – {(I1, tIk), (I2, t2k ), (t1m,O1), (t2m,O2,)})  {(I, tI) ,(tO,O)}  
I=Merge (I1, I2), O= Merge (O1, O2) 
I• = Merge (I1•, I2•),  •O = Merge (•O1, •O2), 
tik is transformed into tI, tim is transformed into tO 
tik  Ii• ={x  Pi  Ti | (Ii, x)  Fi},  
tI I• ={x  P T | (I, x)  F} 
tim •Oi ={x  Pi  Ti | (x, Oi)  Fi} 
tO •O ={x  P  T | (x, O)  F} 
Figure 8 shows the combining procedure for C1 and C2 via the union operation. 
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Figure 8: Union Transformation of CN 
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For the sequence operation, a new transition is required to link from the output 
place of the previous net to the input place of the next net. A new input place, a new 
output place, four new transitions (two transitions from the new input place to each 
subnet’s input, and another two transitions from each subnet’s output place to the new 
output place) are automatically generated for a new composed net by choice. For parallel 
operation of two subnets, a new input, a new output place, and two new transitions are 
generated; one is from the new input to both subnets’ inputs and the other is from both 
subnets’ outputs to the new output. When both subnets finish execution, the last 
transition can be activated.  
Composing operations enable authors to construct larger hypertexts from existing 
fragments. For example, when an author creates a combined digital collection for fine 
artists, it can be composed from individual collections of Vincent van Gogh (named GL) 
and Claude Monet (i.e., ML). If an author wants to append Monet’s collection to van 
Gogh’s, she would use sequence operation (GL ; ML), sparing her the work of creating a 
new hypertext of the combined works. Instead if she desires to provide her users with an 
option of browsing either collection, she would use the choice operation (GL + ML). To 
present the two collections concurrently, presumably to help users compare and contrast 
the styles of these painters, she would use the parallel operation (GL || ML). The 
iteration option requires the browsing of the net fragment a certain number of times. The 
refine operation replaces a transition with a subnet, similar to specification of caT’s 
hierarchical composition mechanism [Jensen 1992] [Na and Furuta 2001]. For each of 
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these operations, TcAT encloses the individual collections within control structures that 
generate the desired effect. 
Authors use net transformation to modify (refine or simplify) a net structure. Net 
transformation is used to analyze a large and complex net by replacing an equivalent 
simplified representation with identical properties. We have implemented two 
transformations: union, which combines two structures with a shared substructure, and 
fusion, which combines two copies of a substructure within one structure [Berthelot 
1986].  
Each component net stores its metadata such as name, description, functions, 
constraints, properties, summary, net type, media type, and structural pattern. A net’s 
metadata is an important factor in characterizing and identifying components. Initially, 
the author provides metadata manually. When we import existing nets to construct a CN, 
the CN automatically inherits some metadata from the existing nets. Using metadata, the 
structure that is presented and not explicitly highlighted in a large specification can be 
identified as shown in Figure 9. Figure 9 (a) shows the net fragment, which is a basic 
parallel structure that the user wants to find and 9 (b) shows the net fragment as 
identified in the specification. The found net can be substituted by a structurally 
equivalent net. 
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A template is a pre-defined component net. We provide some templates as a part 
of the system. Users retain the freedom to design and save additional templates. Using 
the pre-defined templates, non-expert authors can build nets quickly and easily modify 
the nets to suit their needs. For example, if authors want to add help to a certain net 
fragment, they employ a help template. Figure 10 shows the help template applied to net 
N1. An author wishes to provide help regarding the contents of place P1 in net N1. By 
applying a union net transformation at P1 in N1 and P1 at the help template, two copies of 
P1 are combined into one place. The net N1 and the help template are now combined into 
a single structure. In a large net, this transformation can be applied either to a single 
instance of N1 or to all net fragments of this form. 
 
(a) Searching net 
fragment 
 
(b) Identifying the relevant net fragments 
 
Figure 9: Identification of a Specific Fragment 
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Figure 11 illustrates a reduction rule [Lee et al. 1987] [Tu et al. 1990] in net 
transformation. In this case, the reduction rule removes one of two parallel nodes, which 
have identical input and output transitions. P1 and P2 are parallel nodes since they lead to 
the same set of input and output places via transitions t1, t2, and t3. One of these nodes, 
along with its incoming and outgoing arcs, can be removed without affecting the 
semantic structure of the net that contains this fragment. 
 
Figure 11: Removal of a Parallel Redundant Node 
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Figure 10: Net N1 and its Modification Adding Help Template 
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We cannot directly apply this reduction net transformation to dynamic caT 
structure adaptation. Even though P1 and P2 are the same structure, P1 and P2 may have 
different content. For nodes to be considered as parallel, P1 and P2 must have the same 
information content as well. For example, if P1 and P2 have same content but different 
media types (e.g., P1 contains text and P2 contains audio) these may be considered as 
parallel nodes as a browser can convert between the two forms automatically. We 
identify parallel places using place metadata. Parallel nodes can also be added to support 
different media types when browsers cannot convert content automatically between 
these types. 
Commutative and associative properties involve both choice and parallel 
operation as presented in Table 1, Figure 12, Figure 13, and Figure 14. 
 
Table 1: Algebraic Property for Composition Operation 
Property choice parallel 
commutative C1 +C2 = C2+C1 C1 || C2 = C2 || C1 
associative 
(C1+C2)+C3 = C1+(C2+C3) 
= C1+C2+C3 
(C1||C2)||C3 = C1||(C2||C3) 
= C1||C2||C3 
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Figure 12: Commutative Property  
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Figure 13: Associative Property for Choice Composition 
(C1+C2)+C3 = C1+ (C2+C3) = C1+C2+C3 
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Figure 14: Associative Property for Parallel Composition 
(C1||C2)||C3 = C1|| (C2||C3) = C1||C2||C3 
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3.2 Textual Authoring Language 
Another hurdle in maintaining large nets is the point-and-click interaction. Visual 
manipulation of net components is a slower process than is textual specification. The 
textual authoring language eases the manipulation of large nets by allowing authors to 
combine named templates by describing these connections textually. TcAT’s text editor 
doubles as a textual authoring environment for caT nets. TcAT converts the textual 
specification to the graphical form automatically. Figure 15 shows the textual language 
and its graphical layout. While individual places and transitions can be created using the 
textual language, it is most useful when recomposing a net from existing net fragments. 
The textual specification allows authors to visualize large structures in a smaller space 
than is required for viewing the graphical structure of the net. It enables authors to 
recognize named net components easier, helping them find a relevant specification easily 
within a large collection of component net fragments. 
The textual language uses the semantics of the component net. For example, 
C1;C2 is represented as sequence (C1, C2) and C1+C2 as choice (C1, C2). A text editor 
is integrated into the authoring tool. We provide two levels of specification: element-
level specification and composition-level specification.  
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3.3 Template-based caT Authoring Tool 
TcAT is implemented using Java2D and Swing components. Net components are 
implemented as Jcomponent elements. The TcAT interface, as shown in Figure 16, 
consists of a drawing panel, a tree view-based navigation window, content layout, 
textual editor, template panel, search window, and a document editor. Figure 17 presents 
login dialogue when TcAT starts. 
Along with using provided templates, authors can customize the template. The 
template panel shows the current available templates as presented in Figure 18. 
 
CompositionN3 { 
    subNet N1; 
    subNet N2; 
    Net N3; 
    N3=sequence (N1, choice (N1, N2));   
} 
Element N1   { 
    Place p1, Place p2, Transition t1 ; 
    Arc(p1,t1) ; Arc(t1, p2) ; 
} 
 
Choice (N1, N2) 
N1 
N1 
N2 
N3 
Figure 15: Textual Authoring Language Illustration 
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Figure 16: Template-based caT Authoring Tool (TcAT) 
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Figure 17: Login Dialogue 
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Figure 18: TcAT with Template Panel 
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3.3.1 Tree View-based Navigation 
The tree view helps authors visualize the overall net structure for convenient 
navigation among net components. A content layout window displays associated content 
with a place on the canvas as presented in Figure 19. 
 
Figure 19: Tree View Navigation and Content Layout 
 
3.3.2 Tool Tips 
Instant views of the content for a place, author added metadata and annotations 
for net element are displayed as tool tips as will be illustrated later in this chapter. Tool 
tips also display thumbnail view of the captured structure of each net along with net 
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metadata, annotation and the net’s textual language at the input place of a net. For a 
collapsed net, a tool tip displays a thumbnail of original structure of the net at the input 
place (representative node). This helps authors get a quick preview of the structure of 
collapsed nets. 
3.3.3 Automatic Net Creation 
 TcAT provides the template net for automatic net creation. Basically, we provide 
four library nets that are the basic structural Petri net types --sequence, choice, parallel, 
and repeat-- as shown in Figure 20. After choosing a type of net, an author enters data 
for net attributes that can be metadata for the net, as presented in Figure 21. 
 
 
Figure 20: Library Net 
 
Library Net 
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Figure 21: Net Attributes 
Each field in Figure 21, except ―# of interNodes‖ and ―Template Type‖, has its 
own default value automatically assigned when an author does not provide information. 
At first Template ID is assigned to 0. The next ID is incremented by 1 from the last 
registered ID. The template name is made by concatenating ―net‖ and ID (e.g., net0). 
Login name hands over to ―Author‖ field. The position of x and y is from the position 
mouse clicked on. Vertical is a default value of ―Direction‖ field. 
Figure 22 presents the ―net0‖ that is automatically created by library net. When 
net0 is displayed on the drawing canvas, TcAT automatically creates a tree and textual 
specification for net0. Figure 23 shows the tool tip displaying the net’s information 
including a thumbnail of the captured structure of net0. 
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Figure 22: Automatic Net Creation 
 
 
Figure 23: Net0 and the Tool Tip Displaying its Information  
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An author can modify attributes of template through a popup menu invoked by 
clicking the right mouse button after selecting the net. 
Place ID and name, transition ID and name, and arc ID and name are also 
automatically assigned in the same way as net ID and name are assigned. We can setup, 
modify and see the attributes of each component of net; place, transition and arc. TcAT 
maps a place with the content of a document, as shown in Figure 24. The media type of 
content can be text, image, audio, video, web page, and several other kinds of files. 
Figures 24 (a) to (e) show that the image file is mapping to a place. The content is 
displayed in the content panel and tool-tip. Figure 24 (f) presents the audio file is 
mapping to a place and Figure 24 (g) shows the video file is mapping to a place.  
 
 
Figure 24 (a): Place p2 with Information  
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Figure 24 (b) Place p2 with Popup Menu  
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Figure 24 (c): Set up Place p2 Attributes 
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Figure 24 (d): Map a Content File with a Place p2 
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Figure 24 (e): Content Mapping 
 
 
Figure 24 (f): The Mapping Place with Audio File and its Tooltip  
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Figure 24 (g): The Mapping Place with Video File and its Tooltip 
 
TcAT includes a document editor for easy editing of content associated with 
places. For editing complex document types that TcAT does not handle natively, double 
clicking the selected place invokes other applications such as office programs, web 
browsers, image viewer and media players. According to type of content, the relevant 
application is invoked. For example, if the content is the ―ppt‖ (power point) file type, 
TcAT invokes the power point application as presented at Figure 25 (a). Figure 25 (b) 
shows that TcAT presents the relevant web page in a web browser if the content contains 
a URL. As a default, a text editor is invoked.  
Figure 26 presents an author making the text content for a selected place (i.e., 
―place 2‖, red dot circle) by invoking the text editor. Figure 27 shows the content for 
―place 2‖ in the content layout panel and a tool-tip. 
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Figure 25 (a): Invoking the Power Point Application 
 
 
Figure 25 (b): Invoking the Relevant Web Page in a Web Browser 
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Figure 26: Making Content for a Place with the Default Text Editor 
 
 
Figure 27 Content View for a Place with Tool Tip and Content Panel 
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3.3.4 Net Composition 
We compose nets with four composition operations; sequence, choice, parallel 
and repeat through graphical interactions. After selecting the nets which we want to 
compose, we click ―compose‖ item in popup menu invoked by clicking the right mouse 
button and then chose one composition operation. After we providing the information 
that TcAT requires to compose, TcAT automatically composes the selected nets. Figure 
28 presents the composition process. 
 
 
Figure 28 (a): Selecting Subnets to be Composed  
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Figure 28 (b): Choosing an Operation at Popup Menu 
 
 
Figure 28 (c): Providing Number of Subnets to be Combined 
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Figure 28 (d): Providing Net ID for Each Subnet 
 
 
Figure 28 (e): Result of Composition Process 
 
3.3.5 Modifying Net 
 After creating a net, we can modify the net by adding places to the net and 
removing places from the net. When adding places to the selected net, we enter the 
number of place want to add. This addition occurs automatically. Figure 29 shows the 
addition of one place to net0. 
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Figure 29 (a): Choosing Add Function at Popup Menu 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 29 (b): Providing Number of Place to be Added 
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Figure 29 (c): Result of Adding a Place at Net 
 
3.3.6 Tabbed Panel 
To reduce display complexity of a large net, a tabbed panel displays the main net, 
as well as its subnets. A net is collapsed as a special form (i.e., representative form) of 
place and the original net is automatically drawn at the next tab panel as shown in Figure 
30(b). As presented in Figure 30(c), authors can modify the net at the next tab panel. 
When the collapsed net is expanded, the modified net is drawn at the original panel as 
shown in Figure 30(d). This feature simplifies net editing and management, as well as 
reducing display complexity of large and complex nets. For nets with multiple instances, 
the modification affects the every instance of the net. 
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.  
Figure 30 (a): Original View at Main Net 
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Figure 30 (b): Collapsed Net at Main net  
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Figure 30 (c): Subnet at Next Tab Panel 
 
 
Figure 30 (d): Expanding a Representative Place 
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Figure 30 (e): Expanded View at the Main Net after Adding a Place 
 
3.3.7 Textual Editor for Authoring Language 
TcAT’s text editor doubles as a textual authoring environment for caT 
component nets. TcAT converts the textual specification to the graphical form 
automatically and vice versa. Figure 31 shows an example of automatic conversion 
between the textual language and its graphical equivalent using provided templates. In 
this example, the author has combined the two nets shown in Figure 31(a) into a 
sequence displayed in Figure 31(b).  
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Figure 31 (a): Combining Two Nets by Using Textual Language 
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Figure 31 (b): A Combined Net Specified with the Textual Language 
 
3.3.8 Search  
The provided templates can be further customized by authors to suit their specific 
needs. Authors may also search for specific templates. TcAT identifies the location of 
these templates within a large net as shown in Figure 32. 
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Figure 32 (a): Searching Nets via Search Window 
 
 
 
Figure 32 (b): Search Window 
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Figure 32 (c): Searching Nets by Net Type 
 
 
Figure 32 (d): Searching a Net by NetID 
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CHAPTER IV 
SYSTEM AND IMPLEMENTATION DETAIL 
 
This chapter provides system architecture of TcAT system, specific description 
of TcAT’s interaction, and implementation details for TcAT. 
4.1 System Architecture 
TcAT consists of three components: Petri net engine, database component, and 
display component. Figure 33 shows the system architecture of TcAT.  
As presented in Figure 34, the Petri net engine adds a component net mechanism 
and net transformations to the high-level net component. 
Each generated net, including template and its information, are stored in net 
specification repositories. Each place, transition, and arc stored in place, transition and 
arc repositories. The database manager and library finder are used to store and search for 
components in the net library. TcAT searches for nets/templates in the net specification 
repository to compose a net. After generating the net, the Petri net engine sends this net 
to the authoring tool for displaying the graphical view for human consumption.  
The display component consists of a graphical editor, textual editor, analyzer, 
parser, and automatic layout computation component as shown Figure in 35. The textual 
authoring language is automatically converted to a Petri net using a textual language 
parser and an automatic layout component calculator for positioning of net elements. 
Figure 36 shows this process. 
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Figure 33: System Architecture 
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Figure 34: Components of Petri Net Engine 
 
 
 
 
Figure 35: Components of Authoring Tool 
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Figure 36: Processing for Authoring Language to Graphical View 
 
4.2 System Details 
4.2.1 Interaction with Main Menu and Image Icons 
As shown in Figure 37, the main menu bar, consisting of 11 menu items, is 
located at top of a main window. By default view, the toolbar that groups a 19 buttons 
with image icons is underneath the menu bar. By dragging the tool bar to another edge of 
a window or outside the window, the author can change the location of the tool bar. 
 
 
Figure 37: Items of TcAT’s Main Menu  
 
Figure 38 shows the file menu and its sub menu items whose brief description is 
at Table 2. As shown in Figure 38, for keyboard operation, TcAT’s main menu supports 
mnemonics (i.e., F for File) to navigate the menu hierarchy and accelerators for shortcuts 
(i.e., Alt-1 for open).  
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Figure 38: File Menu and Its Sub Menu of TcAT 
 
Table 2: Sub Menu Items of File Menu  
Main Menu Sub Menu Description 
File New Make a new hypertext document 
 Open Load the selected document 
 Save Save the current running document  
 Print Print the current running document 
 Clear Remove the current running document from canvas 
 Exit Exit the authoring tool 
 
The edit menu and its sub menu items are presented in Figure 39. Table 3 
provides a brief description of each item. 
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Figure 39: Edit Menu Item and Its Sub Menu of TcAT 
 
Table 3: Sub Menu Items of Edit Menu of TcAT 
Main Menu Sub Menu  Description 
Edit Cut Cut selected objects  
 Copy Copy selected objects 
 Paste Paste copied objects 
 Delete Delete selected objects 
 
The view menu provides options for display of the template list panel as 
presented in Figure 40 and table 4. The author chose the ―Template Lists‖ item to view 
the template list panel. By default, TcAT does not display the current template list panel. 
 
 
Figure 40: View Menu and Its Sub Menu of TcAT 
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Table 4: Sub Items of View Menu of TcAT  
Main Menu Sub Menu Description 
View Template List Display the current template list panel 
 Hide Template List Hide the current template list panel 
 
 
The compose menu and its sub menu items are presented in Figure 41 and table 5. 
Figure 42 and table 6 presents the transform menu and its sub menu items.  
 
 
Figure 41: Compose Menu and Its Sub Menu of TcAT 
 
Table 5: Sub Items of Compose Menu of TcAT  
Main Menu Sub Menu Description 
Compose Choice Compose net by using choice composition 
 Parallel Compose net by using parallel composition 
 Sequence Compose net by using sequence composition 
 Repeat Compose net by using repeat composition 
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Figure 42: Transform Menu and Sub Menu of TcAT 
 
Table 6: Transform Menu and Its Sub Menu of TcAT  
Main Menu Sub Menu Description 
Transform Fusion Make a fusion operation for net transformation 
 Union Make a union operation for net transformation 
 
 
Table 7 presents names and the brief functional descriptions for image icons in 
the tool bar.  
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Table 7: Image Icons and Its Description 
Icon Name Description 
 Place 
Create a Place at the position the mouse is 
clicked 
 Transition 
Create a Transition at the position the mouse is 
clicked 
 Arc Create an arc 
 Move Move objects/group of objects/net 
 Cut Delete object/group of objects/net 
 Select Select Nets and Net elements to manipulate 
 Play Play a simulation 
 Parallel Template Create a Petri net whose type is parallel 
 Choice Template Create a Petri net whose type is choice 
 Sequence Template Create a Petri net whose type is sequence 
 Repeat Template Create a Petri net whose type is repeat 
 Search Search a net by using meta data 
 Zoom In Zoom in to get a larger view 
 Zoom Out Zoom out to get a smaller view 
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4.2.2 Popup Menus 
Along with the main menu bar, TcAT provides several popup menus which are 
brought up by pressing or clicking the right mouse button. Figure 43 shows the popup 
menu after a selecting a net. This popup menu is to manipulate selected nets.  
 
 
Figure 43: Popup Menu after Selecting a Net 
 
For manipulating for places, transitions, and arcs, TcAT brings up each popup 
menu. Figure 44 presents the popup menu after selecting a place. 
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Figure 44: Popup Menu after Selecting a Place 
 
4.2.3  Net Type and Color 
Authors assign their own color to represent each template. As a default, the 
system provides colors for parallel, choice, and sequence library nets as shown in Table 
8. There are several uses of template color. Figure 45 shows the nets and their net ids 
with their color at a selected region on the drawing canvas. When the search function 
finds nets, the nets are marked with dotted box according to their color as presented in 
Figure 46. Figure 47 shows the search result table that presents the net type with their 
color. Figure 48 shows net type with its coloring content layout. Also, a representative 
place uses net color to represent a collapsed net. The next section shows this example. 
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Table 8: Net Type and Its Color 
Net Type Color 
 (Parallel Template) Cyan 
 (Choice Template) Green 
 (Sequence Template) Pink 
 
 
 
 
Figure 45: Net and Net ID with its Color at a Selected Region 
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Figure 46: Search Result with Net Color 
 
 
Figure 47: Net Type and Net Color at Search Table  
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Figure 48: Net Type with its Color at Content Layout 
 
4.2.4 Representative Place 
TcAT provides a representative place that represents a collapsed net for the 
abstract view. Authors collapse a selected net by choosing the ―collapse‖ item in a popup 
menu. The tooltip of a representative place provides brief information about the net 
including a captured image of the collapsed net. Figure 49 shows the representative 
place and its tooltip. As mentioned in previous section, the representative place and its 
tooltip use its color for net type. 
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Figure 49: Representative Place and its Tooltip 
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4.2.5 Zoom In and Zoom Out 
TcAT provides zoom in and zoom out views for drawing objects. Figure 50 
shows a zoom out view and Figure 51 shows a zoom in view. 
 
 
 
Figure 50: Zoom Out  
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Figure 51: Zoom In 
 
4.3 Implementation Details 
This section provides implementation details to show how specific features are 
implemented.   
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4.3.1 How to Compute Position of Net Component 
4.3.1.1 Automatic Net Creation 
Figure 52 shows choice templates that have a different number of internal 
places—two, three, and four internal places. Figure 53 presents code for computing the 
positions of internal places and internal transitions of the choice template. The x position 
of each internal place (IP) is computed by the number of internal places of a template. 
The internal places are located evenly from the x position of the input place. The 
variable ―spaceForXpos‖ represents the space between the x positions of places. The 
default value of this variable is 2× diameter of place. If the number of the internal places 
is odd number like Figure 52(b), one place is located at the middle among internal places. 
The y positions of all internal places are same. These are located as much as 
―spaceForYpos‖ (default value is 3×diameter of place) away from the input place’s y 
position.  
 
 
Figure 52: Automatic Net Creation: Choice Template 
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Figure 53: Code for Creating Internal Places and Transitions  
for Choice Templates 
for (int j = 0; j < NofInterNode / 2; j++) { 
placeButton internodepb = new placeButton(drawPanel.NofPb++); 
xpos = InputPb.xpos - ( (j + 1) * spaceForXpos); 
ypos = InputPb.ypos + spaceForYpos; 
internodepb.setPosition(xpos, ypos); 
transButton preinternodetb = new transButton(drawPanel.NofTb++); 
         xpos = internodepb.xpos; 
         ypos = (InputPb.ypos + internodepb.ypos) / 2; 
preinternodetb.setPosition(xpos, ypos); 
transButton postinternodetb = new transButton(drawPanel.NofTb++); 
         xpos = internodepb.xpos; 
        ypos = (OutputPb.ypos + internodepb.ypos) / 2; 
postinternodetb.setPosition(xpos, ypos); 
} 
for (int j = 0; j < NofInterNode / 2; j++) { 
placeButton internodepb = new placeButton(drawPanel.NofPb++); 
xpos = InputPb.xpos + ( (j + 1) * spaceForXpos); 
ypos = InputPb.ypos + spaceForYpos; 
internodepb.setPosition(xpos, ypos); 
 
transButton preinternodetb = new transButton(drawPanel.NofTb++); 
         xpos = internodepb.xpos; 
        ypos = ( InputPb.ypos + internodepb.ypos) / 2; 
preinternodetb.setPosition(xpos, ypos); 
 
transButton postinternodetb = new transButton(drawPanel.NofTb++); 
         xpos = internodepb.xpos; 
        ypos = ( OutputPb.ypos + internodepb.ypos) / 2; 
postinternodetb.setPosition(xpos, ypos); 
} 
if (NofInterNode % 2 == 1) { // the number of Internal Place is odd number 
placeButton internodepb = new placeButton(drawPanel.NofPb++); 
xpos = InputPb.xpos; 
ypos = InputPb.ypos + spaceForYpos; 
internodepb.setPosition(xpos, ypos); 
 
transButton preinternodetb = new transButton(drawPanel.NofTb++); 
         xpos = internodepb.xpos; 
        ypos = ( (InputPb.ypos + internodepb.ypos) / 2); 
preinternodetb.setPosition(xpos, ypos); 
 
transButton postinternodetb = new transButton(drawPanel.NofTb++); 
         xpos = internodepb.xpos; 
        ypos = ( (OutputPb.ypos + internodepb.ypos) / 2); 
postinternodetb.setPosition(xpos, ypos); 
} 
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The x position of a previous transition (IP) and post transition (IP) of each IP 
are the same as their IP. The y position of IP is the middle point between the input 
place’s y position and IP’s y position. The y position of IP is the middle point between 
IP’s y position and the output place’s y position.  
In case of a parallel template, there is only one previous and post transition for all 
internal places. Figure 54 shows parallel templates having two, three, and four internal 
places. The positions of internal places of parallel template are same as choice templates. 
The x positions of two transitions (IP, IP) are the same as the x position of the input 
place. The y position of IP is the middle point between the input place’s y position and 
IP’s y position. The y position of IP is the middle point between IP’s y position and the 
output place’s y position. Figure 55 presents code for computing the positions of internal 
places and transition for the parallel template. 
 
 
 
Figure 54: Automatic Net Creation: Parallel Template 
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Figure 55: Code for Creating Internal Places and Transitions 
for Parallel Templates 
 
In case of a sequence template, the x position of each place and transition is the 
same as the input place. The y position of each transition is located as much as 
2×diameter of place away from the previous place and the y position of each place is 
 
for (int j = 0; j < NofInterNode / 2; j++) { 
placeButton internodepb = new placeButton(drawPanel.NofPb++); 
xpos = InputPb.xpos - ( (j + 1) * spaceForXpos); 
ypos = InputPb.ypos + spaceForYpos; 
internodepb.setPosition(xpos, ypos); 
} 
 
for (int j = 0; j < NofInterNode / 2; j++) { 
placeButton internodepb = new placeButton(drawPanel.NofPb++); 
xpos = InputPb.xpos + ( (j + 1) * spaceForXpos); 
ypos = InputPb.ypos + spaceForYpos; 
internodepb.setPosition(xpos, ypos); 
} 
 
if (NofInterNode % 2 == 1) { // the number of Internal Place is odd number 
placeButton internodepb = new placeButton(drawPanel.NofPb++); 
xpos = InputPb.xpos; 
ypos = InputPb.ypos + spaceForYpos; 
internodepb.setPosition(xpos, ypos); 
} 
yposofIPs = InputPb.ypos + spaceForYpos; 
 
transButton preinternodetb = new transButton(drawPanel.NofTb++); 
xpos = InputPb.xpos; 
ypos = ( (InputPb.ypos + yposofIPs ) / 2); 
preinternodetb setPosition(xpos, ypos); 
 
transButton postinternodetb = new transButton(drawPanel.NofTb++); 
xpos = InputPb.xpos; 
ypos =( yposofIPs + placeButton.size + OutputPb.ypos) / 2; 
postinternodetb setPosition(xpos, ypos); 
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located as much as ―spaceYposforTtoPseq‖ (height of transition + diameter of place) 
away from the previous transition’s y position. Figure 56 shows sequence templates 
having one, two, and three internal places and Figure 57 presents code for computing the 
positions of internal places and transitions for the sequence template.  
 
 
Figure 56: Automatic Net Creation: Sequence Template 
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Figure 57: Code for Creating Internal Places and Transitions for Sequence 
Templates 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
spaceYposforPtoTseq=2*placeButton.size; 
spaceYposforTtoPseq= transButton.height+ placeButton.size; 
prevPb =InputPb; 
 
for (int j = 0; j < NofInterNode; j++) { 
transxpos = prevPb.xpos; 
transypos = prevPb.ypos+ spaceYposforPtoTseq; 
transButton internodetb = new transButton(drawPanel.NofTb++); 
internodetb.setPosition(transxpos, transypos); 
 
placexpos = internodetb; 
placeypos = internodetb .ypos+ spaceYposforTtoPseq; 
placeButton internodepb = new placeButton(drawPanel.NofPb++); 
internodepb.setPosition(placexpos, placeypos); 
prevPb = internodepb; 
} 
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4.3.1.2 Net Composition 
For automatic net composition by using choice operations, input place (I), output 
place (O), tI1 tI2, tO1 and tO2 are automatically created. Figure 58 shows automatic net 
composition by combining subnets net1 and net2 with the choice operation. 
The x position of tI1 is the same as the x position of I1 (Input place of Net1) and 
the y position of tI1 is the y position of I1 − (2×the diameter of place). The x position of 
tI2 is the same as the x position of I2 (Input place of Net2) and the y position of tI2 is the y 
position of I2 − (2×the diameter of place). The x position of tO1 is the same as the x 
position of O1 and the y position of tO1 is the y position of O1+ (2×the diameter of place). 
The x position of tO2 is the same as the x position of O2 and the y position of tO2 is the y 
position of O2+ (2×the diameter of place).  
The x position of I of the composed net is the midpoint of the x position of I1 and 
I2. The y position of I is located with reference to the location that has the smaller value 
for the y position among t1 and t2. The x position of O is the midpoint of the x position of 
O1 and O2. The y position of O is located with reference to the location that has the 
larger value for the y position among t1 and t2. Figure 59 presents code for computing the 
locations for automatic choice composition.  
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Figure 58: Automatic Net Composition with Choice: choice (Net1, Net2) 
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Figure 59: Code for Computing Positions for Choice Composition 
 
For parallel net composition, input place (I), output place (O), tI and tO are 
automatically created. The x position of tI is the midpoint of the x position of I1 and I2. 
The y position of tI is located with reference to the location that has the smaller value for 
the y position among I1 and I2. The x position of tO is the midpoint of the x position of O1 
and O2. The y position tO is located with reference to the location that has the larger value 
for the y position among O1 and O2. I’s x position is the same as the x position of tI and 
I’s y position is tI’s y position − (2×the diameter of place). O’s x position is the same 
with x position of tO and O’s y position is tO’s y position + (2×the diameter of place). 
 
transtI1.xpos = t1.InputPb.xpos; 
     transtI1.ypos = t1.InputPb.ypos – 2*placeButton.size;  
transtI2.xpos = t2.InputPb.xpos; 
    transtI2.ypos = t2.InputPb.ypos - 2*placeButton.size; 
transtO1.xpos= t1.OutputPb.xpos; 
     transtO1.ypos =t1.OutputPb.ypos + 2*placeButton.size; 
transtO2.xpos = t2.OutputPb.xpos; 
transtO2.ypos = t2.OutputPb.ypos + 2*placeButton.size; 
 
InputPb.xpos = (t1.InputPb.xpos+ t2.InputPb.xpos)/2; 
 if (t1.InputPb.ypos > t2.InputPb.ypos) 
InputPb.ypos=t2.InputPb.ypos-2*placeButton.size; 
 else 
InputPb.ypos=t1.InputPb.ypos-2*placeButton.size; 
 
 OutputPb.xpos = (t1.OutputPb.xpos+ t2.OutputPb.xpos)/2; 
 if (t1.OutputPb.ypos > t2.OutputPb.ypos) 
OutputPb.ypos=t1.OutputPb.ypos+2*placeButton.size; 
 else 
OutputPb.ypos=t2. OutputPb.ypos+2*placeButton.size; 
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 For sequence net composition for net1 and net2, seq(Net1, Net2), connection 
transition t is automatically created. The x position of t is same as the x position of O1 
(net1’s output place) and the y position of t is the y position of O1 + (2×the diameter of 
place). Since I2 (net2’s input place) follows t, the new y position of I2 is the y position of t 
+ the height of the transition + diameter of the place. The locations of all elements of 
net2 are moved according to the difference between the previous position and the new 
position of I2. Figure 60 presents code for computing the locations for automatic 
sequence composition. Figure 61 shows automatic net composition by combining 
subnets net1 and net2 with the sequence operation. 
 
 
Figure 60: Code for Computing Positions for Sequence Composition 
transxpos = net1.OutputPb.xpos; 
transypos = net1.OutputPb.ypos + 2*placeButton.size; 
transButton t = new transButton(drawPanel.NofTb++); 
t.setPosition(transxpos, transypos); 
 
int xdiff =t.xpos -net2.InputPb.xpos ; 
int ydiff =t.ypos+ transButton.height+placeButton.size )-net2.InputPb.ypos; 
for(int i=0;i<net2.PlaceList.size();i++) 
{ 
placeButton nt = (placeButton)net2.PlaceList.elementAt(i); 
nt.setPosition(nt.xpos+xdiff, nt.ypos+ydiff); 
} 
for(int i=0;i<net2.TransList.size();i++) 
{ 
transButton nt= (transButton)net2.TransList.elementAt(i); 
nt.setPosition(nt.xpos+xdiff, nt.ypos+ydiff); 
} 
for(int i=0;i<net2.ArcList.size();i++) 
{ 
arc arct = (arc)net2.ArcList.elementAt(i); 
arct.setfromPosition(arct.fromxpos+xdiff, arct.fromypos+ydiff); 
arct.settoPosition(arct.toxpos+xdiff, arct.toypos+ydiff); 
} 
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Figure 61: Automatic Net Composition with Sequence: seq (Net1, Net2) 
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CHAPTER V 
USABILITY EVALUATION 
 
The chapter describes a usability evaluation of the proposed authoring prototype 
for large and complex hypertext with reusable components. How effectively subjects can 
author large and complex hypertext using this prototype was mainly evaluated through 
this user evaluation. Since this research involves human subjects, IRB (Institutional 
Review Board) approval was received through the application review process.  
This chapter provides the goal of the study and the design of the study including 
subjects, tasks, and experimental methods. After quantitative/numeric data and 
qualitative/observational data presentation, analysis and interpretation of the data 
follows.  
5.1 Goal of the Study 
The purpose of this study is to verify the proposed features are useful for 
authoring large and complex hypertext in a Petri net-based hypertext system. We want to 
show how much improvement is made when we compared the previous system and the 
prototype. For this comparative analysis, we evaluated the previous caT authoring tool, 
xTed and the prototype, TcAT. For TcAT, there are two interaction methods to compare: 
graphical interaction and textual language. 
Also HTML-based authoring (either directly edited HTML or editing with an 
HTML authoring tool such as FrontPage) was compared with Petri net-based authoring 
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to examine how subjects react to Petri net-based authoring for hypertext. This evaluation 
was executed only for experts who know HTML-based authoring.  
In addition, this study investigated the following significant characteristics for 
authoring large and complex hypertext. These investigation results would be helpful 
information for future implementations for authoring of Petri net-based hypertext 
document systems. 
• Features of the proposed tool that are helpful in creating large and complex 
hypertexts 
• Features of the proposed tool that make it difficult to create large and complex 
hypertexts 
• Features users like to add/delete to the proposed prototype 
• Most difficult task to perform 
• Least difficult task to perform 
5.2 Design of the Study 
5.2.1 Subjects 
15 subjects were recruited by email and person-to-person contacts. We assigned 
a random identifier to each subject. Subjects were asked to fill out a demographic 
questionnaire, to perform specific assigned tasks, to answer the questions regarding each 
task after performing the task, to answer the summary questionnaire for this study, and 
to provide reasons for their answers, responses and behaviors. They were free to refuse 
to answer any of the questions that made them uncomfortable. They could quit anytime 
whenever the subject did not want to continue. They were not exposed to any risks in the 
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study. There was no immediate and direct benefit to them and no compensation for their 
participation.  
Subjects were classified as novice, intermediate, and expert group based on their 
completions of the demographic questionnaire presented in Appendix C. That 
questionnaire includes information about the subject's experience with computers, 
programming languages, and using and drawing graphs and Petri nets. The expert 
subjects have some experiences using web programming, Petri nets, and graphs. The 
intermediate subjects have some computer science and engineering background 
including programming languages. The novice subjects can use computers and the 
internet well. We had four experts, six intermediate, and five novices. 
All of the experts were computer science majors; three are Ph.D. students at 
Texas A&M University and one is a member of the staff of Texas A&M University and 
has a master’s degree. All of them have created web documents for more than 2 years 
and two of them know Petri nets. None of experts used Petri net editing tools or created 
hypertexts using a Petri net Authoring Tool before this evaluation. Only one expert has 
experience drawing a Petri net by hand. Table 9 presents the specific information about 
the expert subjects.  
For intermediate subjects, five are computer science Ph.D. students of computer 
science and one is a researcher who has a Ph.D. degree of industrial engineering. All of 
them have a strong computer science background including programming languages. 
Since they hesitated to make a web-based hypertext document, even though many of 
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them have experience in creating web documents and knowledge about Petri nets as 
presented in Table 10, we categorized them as intermediate subjects.  
 
Table 9: Profiles for Expert Subjects 
Characteristics  Subject   
Random Number 
E-1 E-2 E-3 E-4 
How long authoring web 
pages 
More than 
2 years 
More than 
2 years 
More than 
2 years 
More than 
2 years 
Know Petri net 
yes yes no no 
Draw a Petri net 
yes no no no 
Method for drawing a  
Petri net 
By hand N/A N/A N/A 
Created hypertext using  
Petri net Authoring Tool 
no no no no 
 
Table 10: Profiles for Intermediate Subjects 
Characteristics Subject 
Random Number I-1 I-2 I-3 I-4 I-5 I-6 
Major Field CPSC IE CPSC CPSC CPSC CPSC 
How long authoring 
web pages 
Less 
than 6 
months 
Less 
than 6 
months 
1 year 
to 2 
years 
Less 
than 6 
months 
More 
than 2 
years 
No 
experience 
Know Petri net yes yes yes no no yes 
Draw a Petri net yes yes yes no no no 
Method for drawing 
a Petri net 
By 
hand 
By 
hand 
By 
hand 
N/A N/A N/A 
Created hypertext 
using Petri net 
Authoring Tool 
no no no no no no 
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We classified subjects who have no computer science background as novice. 
Two of them are undergraduate students of biochemistry and business, one is a graduate 
student of education, one is a pastor with master’s degree in theology and one is a house 
wife who has a bachelor’s degree in engineering. All of them use computers and the 
Internet daily and have used them for more than 2 years. Instead of Petri nets, one 
subject, majoring in an education major, is familiar with graphs and their drawing and 
had experience using a graph editor tool. Table 11 shows profiles for novice subjects. 
 
Table 11 Profiles for Novice Subjects 
Characteristics Subject 
Random 
Number 
N-1 N-2 N-3 N-4 N-5 
Major Field Biochemistry Education Engineering Business Theology 
How long use 
computer 
More than 2 
years 
More than 2 
years 
More than 2 
years 
More than 
2 years 
More than 
2 years 
How long 
authoring web 
pages 
Less than 6 
months 
No 
experience 
No 
experience 
No 
experience 
No 
experience 
Know Petri net 
no no no no no 
Draw  
a Petri net 
no no no no no 
Method for 
drawing a 
Petri net 
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Created 
hypertext 
using Petri net 
Authoring 
Tool 
no no no no no 
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 Novice and intermediate subjects performed the same tasks. We assigned extra 
work creating a web-based digital library to expert subjects to compare web-based and 
Petri net-based authoring. Figure 62 summarizes the goals. 
 
 
Figure 62: Subjects and Evaluation Target 
 
5.2.2 Experimental Methodology 
The study followed the procedure described in Figure 63. Before performing 
tasks, we gave extensive tutoring about xTed and TcAT to each subject. Including 
demonstrating the overview of the prototype system, we introduced the basic knowledge 
of Petri nets and its theories, Trellis, xTed, and TcAT. When a subject performed the 
tasks, we observed the subject and helped the subject when the subject had problem 
performing the tasks.  
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Figure 63: Procedure of the User Study 
 
1. Introduce the study 
 describe the purpose of the study 
 describe the experimental protocol 
2. Get user’s consent for testing 
 if a user agrees to continue, get the informed consent and audio 
tape consent signed by the user and give a copy to the user 
3. Allocate a random identifier to the user for confidentiality purposes for all 
documentation during and after the study 
4. Complete the demographic questionnaire 
 this questionnaire includes information about the user's experience 
with using and drawing graph and Petri net. 
 users can be classified (novice, experienced, expert) based on their 
experience with using and drawing graphs and Petri nets 
5. Tutor xTed and TcAT 
6. Perform the task 
 the user may be observed 
 break anytime whenever the user does not want to continue 
7. Complete the post-task questionnaire 
 this questionnaire asks users about the tasks, their thoughts and 
suggestions, etc. 
8. Free-form interview 
 the test conductor may ask questions to users about what he/she 
observed and ask for general comments that the user may have. 
This interview may be audio taped if the user agrees. 
9. Thank the user. 
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To verify the usefulness of proposed features, completeness (to measure whether 
each task is performed properly or not at a given time) and effectiveness (to measure 
whether authors can achieve task fast and easily) were used. Time taken for authoring is 
a major criterion to measure effectiveness.  
Also, usefulness of the proposed features was verified by post-task 
questionnaires and interviewing. As post-task summary questionnaire, we have total of 
twenty six questions. For the fourteen questions among this questionnaire, subjects rated 
each question from 1 to 5 (1 is strongly disagree and 5 is strongly agree); those results 
are presented in the quantitative data section. Subjects wrote down their ideas for the 
other fourteen questions. Along with the result of free-form interviewing, those answers 
are presented at qualitative data section.   
 
5.2.3 Tasks 
After learning about Petri net, caT including xTed, and TcAT, subjects 
performed the task of creating a digital art museum by combining materials from digital 
collections for fine artists. This museum can be composed from individual collections of 
Vincent van Gogh and Claude Monet. We provided 17 paintings of van Gogh and 10 
paintings of Monet. Each painting has an image file, a summary file that includes its title, 
category, date, exhibition location, and its relevant article files; see Figure 64. Subjects 
can organize the resources by their own policies and rules. 
For comparative analysis, each subject performed the same task three times or 
four times by using different methods. The order of methods is fixed (1. xTed, 2. TcAT 
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with graphical interaction, 3 TcAT with textual language, 4 HTML-based authoring). In 
this study we did not consider the learning effects. We emulated xTed in a new tool to 
get a more realistic result by providing same environment with a TcAT. 
 
 
Figure 64: Resources of Painting 
 
As an example of the task, Figure 65 shows a web-based digital museum of van 
Gogh and Monet created by a subject. This subject organized each collection by the 
years when the paintings were created. Figure 66 shows the result of xTed, Figure 67 
shows result of TcAT with graphical interaction, and Figure 68 shows the result of TcAT 
with textual language. 
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Figure 65: Web-based Digital Art Museum Created by a Subject 
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Figure 66: Result of using xTed 
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Figure 67: Result of using TcAT with Graphical Interaction 
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Figure 68: Result of TcAT with Textual Language 
 
5.3 Quantitative Data 
5.3.1 Time Taken to Perform Task 
Time taken to make a combined digital art collection by every subject, which is 
the main criterion of measuring effectiveness as mentioned in the experimental 
methodology section, is presented in Figures 69 and 70. Figure 69 shows the whole data 
by each subject. Except for one case (novice 1) we can see that using textual language is 
the quickest method to make a digital library by each subject. Every subject took longer 
time with xTed than with TcAT with graphical interaction and TcAT with textual 
language. On the overall average it took 31.88 minutes. Novice 2 took the longest time 
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(79 minutes) to complete the task with xTed and intermediate 6 took shortest time (9 
minutes) with textual language as a whole. Figure 70 shows the histogram that displays 
the distribution of a time data set. 
 
 
Figure 69: Time Taken to Make a Digital Art Collection 
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Figure 70: Histogram of Time Data 
 
Figure 71 shows more detailed statistical information for three different target 
methods; xTed, TcAT with GI (i.e., Graphical Interaction) and TcAT with textual 
language. For average values, TcAT with textual language is the best, TcAT with GI is 
the second, and xTed is the worst performance. The variation in values with TcAT with 
GI is the slightest and with xTed is the most. For xTed, expert 4 showed the best 
performance (29 minutes) and novice 2 showed the worst performance (79 minutes). For 
TcAT GI, novice 1 gave the worst performance (38 minutes) and intermediate 2 showed 
the best performance (14 minutes). For TcAT textual language, novice 1 showed the 
worst performance (40 minutes) and intermediate 6 showed the best performance (9 
minutes).  
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Figure 71: Descriptive Statistics for Target Method 
 
Figure 72, 73, and 74 show descriptive statistical information when using three 
different target methods by each subject type. For xTed, as shown in Figure 72, for 
average values, the novice group made the worst and expert group the best performance. 
The variation in values by the intermediate group is the slightest and by novice is the 
most. The minimum value by the novice group is similar to the maximum values by the 
intermediate and the expert group.  
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Figure 72: Descriptive Statistics for xTed 
 
For TcAT GI, as shown in Figure 73, for average values, the novice group made 
the worst and expert group the best performance. The variation in values by the expert 
group is the slightest and by the intermediate is the most. Intermediate 4 took longer 
time than any novice subject. The maximum value of this method is by intermediate 4 
who took an extremely long time. The maximum value by the expert group is less than 
the minimum by the novice group. 
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Figure 73: Descriptive Statistics for TcAT GI 
 
For TcAT language, as shown in Figure 74, for average values, the intermediate 
group made the best performance and the novice group made the worst. The variation in 
values by the expert group is the slightest and by the intermediate group is the most. 
Intermediate 4’s poor performance made a major contribution to the greatest standard 
deviation and range values by the intermediate group. The maximum value of the expert 
group is less than the minimum of the novice group. Even with intermediate 4’s poor 
performance, the intermediate group made the best performance. 
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Figure 74: Descriptive Statistics for TcAT Language 
 
Figure 75 shows more detailed statistical information for subject type by using 
xTed, TcAT GI and TcAT language. On average, the novice group provides the worst 
performance and the expert group provides the best performance. Among the novice 
group, novice 2 showed the worst performance (79 minutes) with xTed and novice 2 
showed the best performance (26 minutes) with TcAT language. Among the 
intermediate group, intermediate 5 showed the worst (50 minutes) with xTed and 
intermediate 6 showed the best performance (9 minutes) with TcAT language. Among 
the expert group, expert 3 made the worst (50 minutes) with xTed and expert 2 made the 
best performance (13 minutes) with TcAT language. 
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Figure 75: Descriptive Statistics for Subject Type 
 
Figure 76, 77, and 78 show descriptive statistical information for each subject 
type by each method. For the novice group, as shown in Figure 76, for average values, 
with xTed made the worst and with TcAT language made the best performance. The 
variation among values and the range with TcAT GI are the slightest and with xTed are 
the most. Every novice subject took a longer time with xTed than the other two methods. 
Except for one subject (novice 1), every novice took a longer time with TcAT with GI 
than with textual language. Among the novice group, novice 2 showed the worst 
performance with xTed, and novice 1 made the worst performance with TcAT GI and 
textual language.  
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Figure 76: Descriptive Statistics for the Novice Group 
 
For the intermediate group, as shown in Figure 77, for average values, with xTed 
made the worst and with language made the best performance. The variation among 
values and range with xTed are the slightest and with TcAT GI and with language are 
similar values as the most. For every intermediate subject, using xTed was the worst and, 
using textual language was the best performance. Among intermediate group, 
intermediate 5 gave the worst performance with xTed, and intermediate 4 gave the worst 
performance with TcAT GI and textual language. Intermediate 4’s TcAT GI value (38 
minutes) is worse than xTed values of intermediate 1 (35 minutes) and intermediate 2 
(37 minutes). The worst value with textual language is better than all performance with 
xTed.  
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Figure 77: Descriptive Statistics for the Intermediate Group 
 
For the expert group, as shown in Figure 78, for average values, the performance 
order is textual language, TcAT GI, and xTed. The variation among values and the range 
with xTed are the most and with TcAT GI and with language are similar values as the 
slightest. The expert group with TcAT GI and with language showed the similar values 
for each statistical factor. Every expert subject gave the best performance with textual 
language. The worst values with TcAT GI and textual language are better than the best 
value with xTed.  
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Figure 78: Descriptive Statistics for the Expert Group 
 
As presented in Figure 79, on average the novice group with xTed provided the 
overall worst performance (58.80 minutes) and the expert group with HTML provided 
the second worst performance. The intermediate group with textual languge provided the 
overall best performance (14.67 minutes). Table 12 shows the best and worst 
performance group for each authoring method. For total methods, the expert group 
provided the best and the novice group provided the worst performance. 
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Figure 79: Average Performance for Each Method by Each Subject Type 
 
Table 12 Best and Worst Subject Group for Authoring Method 
 
 
Figure 80 presents the performance improvements from xTed to TcAT with GI, 
xTed to textual language, and from TcAT GI and textual language by each subject. 
Intermediate 5 provided 80% improvement from xTed to TcAT language, which is the 
best overall. As an extraordinary case, novice 1 showed -8.1% improvement from TcAT 
GI to language as the worst. Novice 1 and intermediate 4 showed poor improvements at 
Method Best Worst
xted Expert Novice
TcAT GI Expert Novice
TcAT Language Intermediate Novice
Total Expert Novice
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every comparison. Among the novice group, every novice except novice 1 and novice 2 
showed similar improvements. Novice 1 showed poor improvements and novice 2 good 
improvements at every comparison. Among the intermediate group, every intermediate 
subject except intermediate 4 provided good improvement from xTed to TcAT language. 
Every intermediate subject except intermediate 1 and 4 provided good improvement 
from xTed to TcAT GI. Every intermediate subjects except intermediate 4 showed good 
improvements from TcAT GI to language. Among the expert group, every expert except 
expert 4 provided good improvement from xTed to TcAT GI and from xTed to TcAT 
language. Every expert showed poor improvements from TcAT GI to TcAT language. 
Figure 81 presents the summary statistics for improvement data. For mean and 
median values, performance improvement from xTed to TcAT textual language showed 
the best and from TcAT GI to TcAT textual language showed the worst improvement. 
Improvement from TcAT GI to textual language showed the biggest difference from 
maximum value to minimum value since minimum value is extremely small.  
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Figure 80: Performance Improvement 
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Figure 81: Descriptive Statistics for Improvement Rate 
 
As presented in Figure 82, which shows average improvement by each subject 
type, improvement from xTed to TcAT textual language by the intermediate group 
showed the best improvement overall. In case of xTed vs. TcAT GI, the expert group 
provided the best improvement among other subject type and the novice and the 
intermediate group showed the similar improvement. At comparison from xTed to TcAT 
textual language and from TcAT GI to TcAT textual language, the intermediate group 
showed the best performance improvement. In case of from xTed to TcAT language, the 
novice group showed a little bit lower improvement than the expert and intermediate 
Mean Median
Standard 
Deviation
Range Minimum Maximum
xted vs TcAT GI 46.51 48 15.23 54.37 11.63 66
xted vs TcAT Language 56.73 58.82 17.40 56.92 23.08 80
TcAT GI vs Language 19.62 15.79 19.89 69.65 -8.11 61.54
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group. In case TcAT GI vs. language, the novice group and the expert group showed 
similar poor improvement. The intermediate group showed higher improvement.  
 
 
Figure 82: Average Performance Improvement among Authoring Method 
 
Figure 83 presents average performance improvements among subject types; 
from the novice group to the intermediate, from the novice to the expert, and the 
intermediate to the expert group. For total methods, the average improvement from the 
novice to the expert group showed the best and from the intermediate to the expert 
showed the worst performance. Using TcAT language, improvement from the novice to 
the intermediate group showed the best and from the intermediate to the expert showed 
the worst improvement. Improvement from the novice to the intermediate showed the 
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similar improvement using xTed and TcAT GI. This improvement showed high 
improvement using language. Improvement from the novice to the expert showed similar 
improvement using TcAT GI and TcAT language. Using xTed, this improvement 
showed lower improvement. From the intermediate to the expert showed good 
improvement using TcAT GI. Unpredictably, using language, the intermediate group 
showed the better performance than the expert group. 
 
 
Figure 83: Average Performance Improvement among Subject Type 
 
Figure 84 presents performance improvements when comparing from HTML to 
xTed, from HTML to TcAT GI and from HTML to language by each expert subject and 
average value. On average, the performance is increased by 21.62% (xTed), 67.61% 
xTed TcAT Language Total
Novice vs Intermediatae 29.14% 29.29% 52.07% 34.91%
Novice vs Expert 36.22% 51.52% 51.80% 44.24%
Intermediatae vs Expert 10% 31.43% -0.57% 14.33%
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(TcAT GI), and 69.88% (textual language). For each expert, improvements from HTML 
to TcAT GI and from HTML to language showed similar high improvements even 
though improvements from HTML to xTed were a little bit diverse. 
 
 
 Figure 84: Performance Improvement from Web-based Authoring 
 to Other Methods 
 
For statistical analysis we took two way a 3×3 ANOVA test since the number of 
independent variables is two (subject type and authoring method) and the level of 
authoring method variable is three (xTed, TcAT, Textual language) and the level of 
subject type variable is three (novice, intermediate, expert). As dependent variable, we 
used time taken. 
 To use the ANOVA test, our data satisfies the one of the ANOVA assumptions, 
which is ―homogeneity of variance‖, by failing to reject the null hypothesis (H0) that is 
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there are no difference in the variance of different groups by using Levene's test of 
equality of error variances since 0.110 > 0.05. Table 13 shows the result of Levene’s test. 
 
Table 13: Result of Levene's Test 
Levene’s Test of Equality of Error Variances
a
 
Dependent Variable:Time 
F df1 df2 Sig. 
1.795 8 36 .110 
Tests the null hypothesis that the error variance of the dependent variable is equal across groups. 
a. Design: Intercept + Method + SubjectType + Method * SubjectType 
 
In the ANOVA test, the following three hypotheses are used. 
 HM0 = M1 (mean of method 1) = M2 (mean of method 2)=M3 (mean of method 3) 
 HS0 = S1 (mean of subject type 1) = S2 (mean of subject type 2)=S3 (mean of 
subject type 3) 
 HMS0: There is no interaction between method and subject 
From the results of the test presented in table 14, we reject HM0 and HS0 since 
both p < 0.05. So we can say there is a statistically significant difference among 
authoring methods and among subject types with p<0.05. We fail to reject HMS0 
(p=0.652); therefore there is no interaction between method and subject. Based on 
adjusted R
2 value (0.779), 78% of the variance of ―Time‖ variable can be explained by 
the method and subject type variables. 
Based on post hoc tests presented in table 15, we can say there is a statistical 
significance in mean difference between xTed and TcAT and between xTed and textual 
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language with p<0.05. But there is no statistically significant mean difference between 
TcAT and textual language (p=-.207).  
 
Table 14: Result of Two Way 3×3 ANOVA  
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects   
Dependent Variable:Time   
Source 
Type III Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Partial Eta 
Squared 
Corrected Model 8623.494
a
 8 1077.937 20.405 .000 .819 
Intercept 39497.892 1 39497.892 747.692 .000 .954 
Method 5694.939 2 2847.470 53.902 .000 .750 
SubjectType 2590.150 2 1295.075 24.516 .000 .577 
Method * SubjectType 130.633 4 32.658 .618 .652 .064 
Error 1901.750 36 52.826    
Total 51809.000 45     
Corrected Total 10525.244 44     
a. R Squared = .819 (Adjusted R Squared = .779)   
 
Table 15: The Result of Post Hoc Test for Authoring Methods 
Multiple Comparisons 
Time 
Tukey HSD 
(I) Method (J) Method Mean 
Difference (I-J) 
Std. 
Error 
Sig. 95% Confidence Interval 
Lower 
Bound 
Upper 
Bound 
1 2 21.6667* 2.65396 0 15.1796 28.1537 
3 26.2667* 2.65396 0 19.7796 32.7537 
2 1 -21.6667* 2.65396 0 -28.1537 -15.1796 
3 4.6 2.65396 0.207 -1.8871 11.0871 
3 1 -26.2667* 2.65396 0 -32.7537 -19.7796 
2 -4.6 2.65396 0.207 -11.0871 1.8871 
Based on observed means. 
 The error term is Mean Square(Error) = 52.826. 
*. The mean difference is significant at the .05 level. 
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Based on post hoc tests presented in table 16, among subject type we can say 
there is a statistical significance in mean difference between novice and intermediate and 
between novice and expert with p<0.05. But there is no statistically significant mean 
difference between intermediate and expert (p=-.349). 
 
Table 16: The Result Post Hoc Test for Subject Types 
Multiple Comparisons           
Time 
     
  
Tukey HSD 
     
  
(I) Subject 
Type 
(J) Subject 
Type 
Mean 
Difference 
Std. Error Sig. 
95% Confidence Interval 
     (I-J)     Lower 
Bound 
Upper 
Bound 
1 2 14.2444* 2.54098 0 8.0335 20.4553 
  3 18.0500* 2.81495 0 11.1694 24.9306 
2 1 -14.2444* 2.54098 0 -20.4553 -8.0335 
  3 3.8056 2.70869 0.349 -2.8153 10.4264 
3 1 -18.0500* 2.81495 0 -24.9306 -11.1694 
  2 -3.8056 2.70869 0.349 -10.4264 2.8153 
Based on observed means. 
    
  
The error term is Mean Square (Error) =52.826. 
   
  
*. The mean difference is significant at the .05 level.       
 
5.3.2 Result of Summary Questionnaire 
 Figure 85 presents selected questions from our summary questionnaire that 
required the subject to rate each statement/opinion on a scale of 1 to 5 to verify the 
usefulness of proposed features. The complete questionnaire can be found in Appendix 
D. Figures 86, 87, 88, 89, and 90 show the results of this questionnaire. Figure 91 
provides average value for each group of subjects and overall average value. 
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Figure 85: Rate Summary Questionnaires 
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Figure 86: Results of Question 1 to 3 
 
 
Figure 87: Results of Question 4 to 6 
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Figure 88: Results of Question 7 to 9 
 
 
Figure 89: Results of Question 10 to 12 
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Figure 90: Results of Question 25 and 26  
 
 
Figure 91: Average Value for Each Question 
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Except in a few cases, all proposed features are verified by subjects. In the case 
of question 8 asking the usefulness of authoring language, we recognize that novice 2 
disagrees by giving rate 2 (see Figure 88). In the previous section, novice 2 shows an 
unusual performance by taking a longer time using the authoring language than using 
TcAT GI. We cannot say the authoring language is a useful authoring mechanism to 
novice 2. This is only case that the subject disagree the usefulness of proposed features. 
5.4 Qualitative Data 
In the free post-task summary questionnaire, we had twelve questions for each 
subject to write down her ideas and comments. Tables E.1 to E.12 in appendix E show 
each question and the answer for that question by each subject. Through analysis of the 
answers of these questions, we can recognize significant characteristics for Petri net-
based authoring large and complex hypertext, which would be helpful information for 
future enhancement.  
Figure 92 presents subjects’ answers about the features of proposed tool that are 
helpful in creating large and complex hypertexts. Figure 93 presents features subjects 
would like to add to the prototype. Subjects’ answers about the features of the prototype 
that make it difficult to create large and complex hypertexts are presented in Figure 94.  
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Figure 92: Features of TcAT Subjects Said Helpful  
 
 
Figure 93: Features Subjects would like to Add to TcAT 
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Mapping content to node, 
3, 23%
Drawing with xTed, 2, 15%
Getting concept of Petri 
net, 2, 15%
Mentally keeping where I 
am in the network, 1, 7%
Typing (textual language), 
1, 8%
Looks difficult, 1, 8%
Make component and 
structure, 1, 8%
Time consuming, 1, 8%
Creating links in manual 
HTML creation, 1, 8%
What is the most difficult task to perform?
 
Figure 94: Most Difficult Task Subject to Perform 
 
5.5 Patterns of Organizing Policy 
When subjects organized the collections, they employed similar policies. As 
presented in Figure 95, five subjects sequentially organized the collections and four 
subjects categorized collections by using theme of paintings. Three subjects organized 
collections by periodically according to painting’s date, two subjects organized by 
alphabetical order of the painting’s title, and one subject organized using the year of the 
painting’s date. 
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Figure 95: Patterns of Organizing the Collections 
 
5.6 Discussion 
This evaluation took around four to five hours to create a hypertext including 
tutoring in the tools and Petri net-based hypertext. It was very difficult for subjects to 
ask for other tasks such as search and modifying nets to evaluate due to time limit. For 
these tasks, subjects just had enough experience to answer the summary question. As 
future work, additional user evaluation for other tasks excluding creating hypertext 
would be helpful for analysis for this research.  
We did not consider learning effects of repeated tasks for subjects even though 
learning effects are important factors for analyzing subject’s behaviors. For future user 
evaluation we need more a sophisticated design. 
sequence
33% (5)
theme
27% (4)
periodical
20% (3)
alphabetical
13% (2)
year
7% (1)
How authors organized the collections 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
 This chapter summarizes for contributions of this research. Discussions and 
future work follow. 
6.1 Conclusion 
To provide easier and more efficient authoring environments for caT/Petri-net-
based hypertext system, we have introduced component-based specification. Component 
Petri net (CN) and predefined component net (template) support reuse of net fragments 
for building large networks. Component net uses a Petri net algebra and net 
transformation mechanism. By using the semantics of component nets, this research 
provides advanced compositional mechanisms for composing Petri nets as building 
blocks. Automatic Petri net creation by using template and library net helps authors 
creating nets.  
We have provided other advanced authoring mechanisms that authors can easily 
use to create, locate, edit and save components/templates. Component fragment/library 
fragment is characterized by using metadata. This component fragment can be retrieved 
in a fragment repository using metadata. We locate the retrieved component fragment, 
and the fragment can be modified and expanded according to new requirements. 
To enhance authoring mechanism for large and complex nets, a textual authoring 
language has been developed. The ability to edit nets visually as well as textually 
enables authors to modify large structures quickly and a two-way translation of the edits 
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to the net structure ensures that both views reflect the current structure. In addition to the 
visual interface, our textual authoring language completes using the compositional 
operations of CNs. The position of the Petri net is automatically computed and the Petri 
net is automatically displayed in the graphical editor.   
To provide more user-friendly and more sophisticated functions than Motif-based 
xTed, a new authoring tool called TcAT (Template-based caT Authoring Tool) has been 
developed. To be a system independent tool that executes on multiple platforms, TcAT 
is implemented using Java. TcAT provides the following features for enhanced 
authoring environments: 
 Library net 
 Compositional mechanism 
 Template panel to display current templates 
 Different levels of abstraction by implementing collapsed/extended view 
 Tabbed panels to display subnets for collapsed view  
 Grouping and selecting mechanisms   
 Collapsible tree view navigation of the entire network 
 Tool tips for each net and net element 
 Search mechanism 
 Net modification mechanism 
 Integration of other applications 
 Text panel  
 Content panel   
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 Zooming mechanism 
To verify the provided features are useful for authoring large and complex 
hypertext in a Petri net-based hypertext system, we performed an usability evaluation. 
For this, we measured effectiveness of our interface by using time taken for authoring. In 
our evaluation, subjects authored a hypertext using TcAT significantly faster than when 
they used xTed (42.5% improvement for novices, 43.96% for intermediate group, and 
55.4% for experts). The performance improvement of TcAT users was slightly higher 
when using the textual authoring language (45.8% for novices, 64.3% for intermediate 
and 59.1% for experts). TcAT authors preferred the textual language and quickly 
adopted its use.  
The important features of TcAT were verified through subjects’ rating of each 
statement on summary questionnaires. Through interviews with subjects we discovered 
the significant characteristics for authoring large and complex hypertext. We can tweak 
the existing features and develop new ones based upon feedback from subjects. 
6.2 Discussions and Future Work 
Digital libraries, museum, and collections employ several well-recognized, 
templatable features, such as on-line and off-line help, galleries, creation and browsing 
of personalized collections, specialized or advanced services for paying patrons, and 
additional privileges for collection managers. TcAT will enable authors to create 
involved digital library infrastructures that support multiple advanced features using the 
Petri net-based formalism.  
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Over time, we will continue to analyze the networks created by authors to assess 
the effectiveness of new features. We expect that these will encourage authors to create 
larger networks with greater ease. We also expect to modify the existing features and 
develop new ones based upon feedback from authors. For example, we need to provide 
more intuitive user interface mechanisms to TcAT such as a drag and drop mechanism to 
map contents to elements of net.  
In this research, we have introduced conversion of web pages to the caT 
specification to provide caT authors an easy way to generate contextual presentations 
from pre-existing information. We provide automatic as well as semi-automatic 
transformation mechanisms to extract content and link structure from these documents. 
Web page patterns that model page genres lay a foundation for defining automatic 
transformation mechanisms. Transformation rules enable the system as well as the users 
to optimize the net structure for readability and ease of management. Generated nets can 
be refined further for more personalized contextual presentation. 
In case automatic conversion, we just provided a transformation rule for 
―personal web page‖ pattern. As our tools mature, we will focus on providing more 
transformation rules for other patterns of web pages such as online news sites, portals, 
and digital museums. A pattern recognition mechanism will be required to identity the 
pattern of web pages. 
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APPENDIX B 
INFORMED CONSENT DOCUMENT 
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APPENDIX C 
PRE-TASK QUESTIONAIRE 
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APPENDIX D 
EVALUATION QUESTIONAIRE 
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APPENDIX E 
USER TESTING RESULT OF QUESTION 13 to 24 
 
Table E.1: Answers for Question 13 
Question 13 What features of TcAT’s user interface are helpful? 
Novice-1 Composing two sequences together 
Novice-2 Composing, Library net, Tool tip, Snapshot, Net tree view 
Novice-3 Library net 
Novice-4 Composing 
Novice-5 Library net 
Intermediate-1 Creation of Petri net using templates 
Intermediate-2 Text editor (authoring language) 
Intermediate-3 Automatic creation by using template 
Intermediate-4 Overall graph view and easy merge 
Intermediate-5 Tree view since it make it easy to know whole structure 
Intermediate-6 No answer 
Expert-1 No answer 
Expert-2 Net generated automatically, and easy to implement 
Expert-3 Organizing 
Expert-4 Text editor 
 
 
Table E.2: Answers for Question 14 
Question 14 What kinds of template net are useful? 
Novice-1 Library nets 
Novice-2 Library nets 
Novice-3 Library net 
Novice-4 Library net 
Novice-5 Library net 
Intermediate-1 Sequence and choice library net 
Intermediate-2 Library net 
Intermediate-3 Choice 
Intermediate-4 Choice 
Intermediate-5 No answer 
Intermediate-6 No answer 
Expert-1 Choice/parallel 
Expert-2 No answer 
Expert-3 No answer 
Expert-4 No answer 
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Table E.3: Answers for Question 15 
Question 15 The feature I like most about TcAT compare to xTed? 
Novice-1 Composing many sequences together 
Novice-2 Composing 
Novice-3 Language 
Novice-4 Library net 
Novice-5 Building blocks 
Intermediate-1 Template and authoring language 
Intermediate-2 Modulization 
Intermediate-3 Choice and parallel 
Intermediate-4 Suggested structure and easy merge, combine 
Intermediate-5 Easy to combine and search, automatic creation of component 
Intermediate-6 No answer 
Expert-1 Template 
Expert-2 Easy to implement and Save time 
Expert-3 Componentized 
Expert-4 Net creation by using library 
 
 
Table E.4: Answers for Question 16 
Question 16 The feature I like least about TcAT compare to xTed? 
Novice-1 Number of internode 
Novice-2 Needs learning for TcAT to use 
Novice-3 Hard to remember node ID 
Novice-4 Language 
Novice-5 Net number remembering 
Intermediate-1 N/A 
Intermediate-2 Difficult to find 
Intermediate-3 Nothing 
Intermediate-4 Nothing 
Intermediate-5 Nothing 
Intermediate-6 No answer 
Expert-1 Nothing 
Expert-2 No answer 
Expert-3 No answer 
Expert-4 Displaying null node 
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Table E.5: Answers for Question 17 
Question 17 The feature I like least about xTed? 
Novice-1 Drawing 
Novice-2 Too much work and time spending (Simple hypertext is fine, 
but when it gets larger, hard to work) 
Novice-3 Repeated drawing 
Novice-4 Drawing is boring 
Novice-5 Too much hand work 
Intermediate-1 Not efficient to build Petri net one-by-one 
Intermediate-2 User interface/ undo function 
Intermediate-3 No answer 
Intermediate-4 Structure and transition always create 
Intermediate-5 Inefficient, difficult to handle when drawing is large 
Intermediate-6 No answer 
Expert-1 Need to design all components one by one 
Expert-2 A tedious work 
Expert-3 Tedious task 
Expert-4 It takes time to create many nets 
 
 
Table E.6: Answers for Question 18 
Question 18 The feature I like least about TcAT? 
Novice-1 Number of internode is confusing 
Novice-2 It would be helpful to see by differentiating places. (Depending 
content type (text or media), provides different shape or color) 
Novice-3 Need instant preview of web-page 
Novice-4 Language 
Novice-5 Net number remembering 
Intermediate-1 None 
Intermediate-2 Undo function 
Intermediate-3 Provide different colors for nets when composing the nets 
Intermediate-4 No drag and drop 
Intermediate-5 Incorrect combine 
Intermediate-6 No answer 
Expert-1 Need to use bottom-up design method to fully use TcAT 
Expert-2 Typing each node ID may be very tedious work in case of lots 
of node ID. 
Expert-3 No answer 
Expert-4 Hard to type net ID 
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Table E.7: Answers for Question 19 
Question 19 What is the most difficult task to perform? 
Novice-1 Drawing 
Novice-2 Mapping  
Novice-3 Define concept 
Novice-4 It looks difficult 
Novice-5 Typing (Textual language) 
Intermediate-1 Mapping documents to nodes (Drag and drop would make it 
easier) 
Intermediate-2 Mentally keeping where I am in the network  
Intermediate-3 Mapping 
Intermediate-4 Draw the flow with xTed 
Intermediate-5 Make component and structure 
Intermediate-6 No answer 
Expert-1 Getting the concept of Petri net 
Expert-2 No answer 
Expert-3 Time consuming 
Expert-4 Creating links in manual HTML creation 
 
 
Table E.8: Answers for Question 20 
Question 20 What is the least difficult task to perform? 
Novice-1 Laying out the format 
Novice-2 Library net and composing 
Novice-3 Create hypertext 
Novice-4 Drawing 
Novice-5 Composing 
Intermediate-1 N/A 
Intermediate-2 Link the file to the place node 
Intermediate-3 Authoring language 
Intermediate-4 Language acceptable 
Intermediate-5 Search 
Intermediate-6 No answer 
Expert-1 Design hypertext using the provided patterns 
Expert-2 A unit structure can be generated in one time. 
Expert-3 Automatic layout by clicking with library 
Expert-4 Grouping multiple nets into one choice 
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Table E.9: Answers for Question 21 
Question 21 What features of TcAT make it difficult to create hypertext? 
Novice-1 It doesn’t show the instant view of the web page. 
Novice-2 TcAT didn’t perform instant demonstration. Users might want to see 
how it works in real. 
Novice-3 Difficult to define concept 
Novice-4 It looks difficult 
Novice-5 File name remembering (when mapping place to content file) 
Intermediate-1 N/A 
Intermediate-2 Fast growing # of branches due to Petri net’s inherited property 
Intermediate-3 It looks more complex when create a simple page 
Intermediate-4 No answer 
Intermediate-5 Needs to manage for long document 
Intermediate-6 No answer 
Expert-1 Bottom-up design method 
Expert-2 No answer 
Expert-3 Bug 
Expert-4 No answer 
 
Table E.10: Answers for Question 22 
Question 22 What features of TcAT are most helpful in creating hypertext? 
Novice-1 I don’t need to know HTML to make a web page. 
Novice-2 It shows to users whole picture of hypertext, and it helps. 
Novice-3 Easy to create hypertext even though I didn’t know how to create it. 
Novice-4 I can see the whole picture. 
Novice-5 Building blocks 
Intermediate-1 Template and authoring language 
Intermediate-2 Tree structure visualization, modulization, text editor (language) 
Intermediate-3 It looks better when control complex and large amount of data 
Intermediate-4 Suggest structure and expanded  
Intermediate-5 Search and combine 
Intermediate-6 No answer 
Expert-1 template 
Expert-2 We can see the outlined (overall) structure before providing the web 
page -> allow user to modify 
Expert-3 Component in library 
Expert-4 Graphic interface makes it easy 
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Table E.11: Answers for Question 23 
Question 23 What features would you like to add to the TcAT? 
Novice-1 Instant pre-view of the web page 
Novice-2 Instant web page demonstration 
Novice-3 Instant preview of web page 
Novice-4 Preview 
Novice-5 Drag and drop 
Intermediate-1 Drag and drop and more functions in authoring language 
Intermediate-2 N/A 
Intermediate-3 Focusing 
Intermediate-4 Drag and drop, check the related information in the same level of 
process by the file name  
Intermediate-5 Backup (Undo function) 
Intermediate-6 No answer 
Expert-1 Detailed design of a hypertext maybe TcAT like web design tool 
Expert-2 No answer 
Expert-3 Drag and drop 
Expert-4 Don’t have type net ID 
 
Table E.12: Answers for Question 24 
Question 24 What features would you like to remove from the TcAT? 
Novice-1 None 
Novice-2 No answer 
Novice-3 None 
Novice-4 Nothing 
Novice-5 Nothing 
Intermediate-1 No answer 
Intermediate-2 Nothing specific 
Intermediate-3 Nothing 
Intermediate-4 Nothing 
Intermediate-5 Nothing (good) 
Intermediate-6 No answer 
Expert-1 Nothing 
Expert-2 No answer 
Expert-3 N/A 
Expert-4 No answer 
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